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Abstract
Quasi two-dimensional turbulent ows, like mesoscale oceanic and large-scale atmospheric ows,
create nite-time coherent structures, compact uid masses that resist mixing for nite-time
despite the turbulent nature of the ambient ow. These coherent structures signicantly aect
the mixing and transport of uid elements. In return, the transport of passive scalars like heat,
humidity, salinity, chemical concentration, nutrients and even algae has a substantial impact on
countless geophysical phenomena. Thus, in order to understand these eects reliable methods
for coherent structure detection and the identication of their boundaries are necessary. Here, in
this thesis, we present two contributions in this regard.
First, we present improvements of the transfer operator approach, an established stochastic
approach for the detection of almost-invariant and coherent sets. The approach approximates the
transport properties of a complicated ow by a linear transfer operator and aims to partition a
given domain in multiple sets such that the inter-set mass transport is minimized. The improve-
ments include the introduction of mixing boundary conditions in stationary and time-dependent
ows. By modifying the transfer operator we couple the laments that surround the coherent
and jointly rotating uid volume such that eectively only two non-communicating sets remain:
the coherent eddy core and the ambient ow. This signicantly stabilizes the inference of coher-
ent eddy cores and makes the use of popular but error-prone clustering techniques unnecessary.
In addition, we discuss the identication of temporally consistent areas of increased coherence.
Instead of coherent structures that are dened by advected non-lamenting masses, the concept
describes consistent and moving patches of reduced mixing whose mass can change over time.
This permits the decoupling of the coherence time scale from the time window under considera-
tion. Both modications are used to study the transport properties of eight selected Baltic Sea
eddies.
Secondly, we introduce the MSCS-search, a new algorithm for the inference of nite-time
coherent volumes that is solely based upon the concept of convexity. Persistent convexity is a
sucient condition for coherence in two-dimensional ows if coherent structures are understood as
non-lamenting volumes. However, convexity has never been considered as condition of coherence,
even though some methods use it, for practical reasons, as an explicit constraint. The approach
identies the largest structure inside a given volume that remains star-convex with respect to
a given reference trajectory within a given time window. We test the approach thoroughly and
our results show that the approach yields good and reliable estimations of coherent structures in
all test cases. Moreover, since the results depend explicitly on the considered time window, the
results are intuitive and enable the identication and study of laments. The novel approach is
then used to re-evaluate transport processes in the data set of Baltic eddies.
We hope that this research sparks new developments in the research of coherent structures
and facilitates new insights in oceanography and the study of algae population dynamics in real
oceanic ows.
Zusammenfassung
Es ist bekannt, dass quasi-zweidimensionale turbulente Stromungen, wie etwa Stromungen an
der Meeresoberache oder groskalige Atmospharenbewegungen, koharente Strukturen ausbilden,
kompakte Volumina, welche einer Mischung mit dem umgebenden Material fur endliche Zeit
widerstehen, obwohl die Stromung als solche turbulent ist. Diese Strukturen haben einen sig-
nikanten Einuss auf den Transport von Fluidelementen. Der Transport von passiven skalaren
Groen, wie etwa Warme, Feuchtigkeit, Salzgehalt, Nahrstogehalt, jegliche Konzentration che-
mischer Stoe und sogar Algendichte hat wiederum einen Eekt auf unzahlige geophysikalische
Phanomene. Um diese Phanomene im Detail zu verstehen, sind zuverlassige Methoden fur die
Detektion von koharenten Strukturen und die Identikation ihrer Grenzen notwendig. In der
vorliegenden Arbeit prasentieren wir zwei Beitrage zur Losung dieses Problems.
Als erstes prasentieren wir Verbesserungen der Transferoperatormethode. Diese etablierte
Methode zur Identikation von fast-invarianten und koharenten Mengen approximiert die Trans-
porteigenschaften eines Flusses mithilfe eines linearen Transferoperators, mit dem Ziel, das be-
trachtete Gebiet in Bereiche zu unterteilen, welche den Materialaustausch zwischen den Bereichen
minimieren. Die Verbesserungen beinhalten die Einfuhrung von mischenden Randbedingungen in
stationaren und nicht-stationaren Flussen. Dabei wird der Transferoperator so modiziert, dass
Filamente, welche die koharente Struktur umgeben, gekoppelt werden, was zur Folge hat, dass
eektiv nur zwei nicht kommunizierende Strukturen ubrig bleiben: die koharente Struktur und
das sie umgebende Volumen. Dies fuhrt zu einer signikant erhohten Stabilitat der Methode ohne
auf die sonst ublichen aber fehleranfalligen clustering-Techniken zuruckgreifen zu mussen. Des
Weiteren diskutieren wir die Identikation von zeitlich konsistenten Regionen erhohter Koharenz.
Anstatt von koharenten Strukturen als bewegliche nicht lamentierende Massen zu sprechen,
beschreibt dieses Konzept koharente Strukturen als konsistente sich bewegende Regionen re-
duzierten Mischverhaltens deren beteiligte Masse zeitlich veranderlich ist. Dies erlaubt die Ent-
kopplung der Koharenzzeitskala vom betrachteten Zeitfenster. Im Anschluss verwenden wir beide
Modikationen, um die Transporteigenschaften von acht ausgewahlten Ostseewirbeln zu unter-
suchen.
Als zweiten Beitrag stellen wir den MSCS-Algorithmus vor, eine neue Methode zur Identika-
tion von koharenten Strukturen, welche einzig und allein auf dem Prinzip von Konvexitat basiert.
Versteht man koharente Strukturen als nicht lamentierende Massen, ist persistente Konvexitat
eine hinreichende Bedingung fur Koharenz. Konvexitat wurde bisher noch nie als Grundlage
fur Koharenz untersucht, obwohl sie aus praktischen Grunden in einigen Methoden bereits als
einschrankende Bedingung verwendet wird. Die Methode identiziert die grote Struktur in-
nerhalb eines gegebenen Volumens, welches wahrend eines gegebenen Zeitraums stern-konvex
bezuglich einer gegebenen Referenztrajektor bleibt. Alle studierten Testszenarien zeigen, dass
der Ansatz gute und zuverlassige Ergebnisse liefert. Diese Ergebnisse hangen daruber hinaus
direkt von den Eingangsparametern ab, was die Interpretation der Ergebnisse stark erleichtert
und zusatzlich die Untersuchung von Filamentbildung erlaubt. Die neue Methode wird verwendet
um den koharenten Transport in den bereits untersuchten Ostseewirbeln zu reevaluieren.
Wir hoen, dass die prasentierten Ergebnisse sowohl neue Entwicklungen im Gebiet der
Ozeanographie als auch neue Einsichten im Studium von Algenpopulationsdynamik in Meer-
esstromungen ermoglichen.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Horizontal transport processes in the upper layer of the ocean are dominated by hydrody-
namic mesoscale structures like jets, fronts and eddies. Their emergence, disappearance and
complicated interplay orchestrates an ever-changing chaotic ow that mixes the involved
uid volume. Yet, before they inevitably have to pass away in the face of ever-changing
turbulence, these mesoscale structures create a short-lived order. This order is the ori-
gin of many oceanic phenomena since it determines the temporal and spacial distribution
of scalar water properties like temperature and salinity, as well as oxygen and nutrient
concentration.
Oceanic surface ows are mostly conned to the mixed layer, a layer of turbulently
mixed water between the surface and the thermocline. The thermocline is dened by a
fairly sudden change in water temperature and separates the surface water which is heated
by the sun from the stratied colder waters of the deep ocean. Dierences in density
prevent surface and deep ocean water from mixing. The thermocline can be found in
a depth of about 500m at the equator and vanishes at poles in a depth of 2000m due
to reduced solar heating. In comparison, mesoscale structures in the open ocean have a
horizontal extend of 10  200km, so that oceanic surface ows are quasi two-dimensional.
Similar arguments can be made for the Baltic Sea with an average depth of only 55m.
The Baltic Sea exhibits a halocline that separates saline Atlantic waters from surface fresh
water at a depth of about 40  80m and develops a thermocline in summer at a depth of
about 20m [1]. In comparison, mesoscale structures in the Baltic Sea have a horizontal
extent of 215km. Mesoscale structures in the Earth's atmosphere span several hundred to
thousand kilometers in the horizontal dimensions while their vertical extent is either limited
to the well mixed troposphere that ends already at an altitude of approximately 10km or
is conned to the thin layers of the heavily stratied stratosphere above. Hence, on scales
relevant for mesoscale structures mixing of surface water and air masses occur via slow
diusion, caused by turbulent vertical velocity elds, and much faster two-dimensional
chaotic advection, i.e. by the creation of laments. For this reason, oceanic mesoscale
structures are rather stable and generate eective transport barriers at their boundary
that separate the ocean surface in dierent non-communicating regions of nite life-time.
Among mesoscale structures, coherently moving jointly rotating water masses in the
9
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center of oceanic eddies are especially interesting. The joint rotational motion stabilizes
the transport barrier around the coherent water mass, hampers the creation of laments
and prevents the enclosed uid volume from mixing with the ambient water. With no
means for particle exchange other than slow diusion an eddy core and its ambient water
often have very dierent water properties. This aects the oceanic fauna and ora but
appears to have consequences for the climate and the weather as well.
Roughly, two dierent types of eects can be distinguished: The eects caused by
the transport barrier alone and the eects by the coherent transport of water masses. The
most prominent example of coherent transport can be observed in the South Atlantic at the
most southern tip of the African continent. There, at Cape Agulhas, the Agulhas Current
of the Indian Ocean steered to the south by the African coastline meets the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current. This forces the current to turn sharply to the east generating loops
just where Atlantic and Indian Ocean meet [2, 3]. This retroection is responsible for the
generation of giant eddies of Indian Ocean water in the South Atlantic with a diameter
of up to 320km [2, 4{6]. These eddies are transported north-west by the South Atlantic
Gyre and have a coherent core that can last up to 2 years [5, 6]. In general, the leakage
of warm and saline Indian Ocean water into the South Atlantic Gyre via the Agulhas
Current is a vital part of the thermohaline circulation and provides the Caribbean Sea, the
origin of the Gulf Stream, with additional heat and salt [7]. It is suggested that coherent
transport increases the amount of warm and saline water transported to the Caribbean
and thus has a subtle impact in the climate [7, 8]. Several studies estimated the volume
ux of the Agulhas leakage and the coherently transported water mass therein but came to
dierent conclusions depending on which models and which methods were used [4, 9{14].
On much smaller scales, coherent transport can provide focused transport of coastal waters
to the open sea. Since coastal waters are usually nutrient rich due to frequent upwelling
events and additional river runo, this focused transport could lead to increased algae
productivity in otherwise nutrient poor open ocean waters.
The transport barriers of coherent eddy cores also have a direct impact on ocean life.
For instance, coherent volumes of low oxygen concentration depict traveling dead zones
for sh [15] while nutrient rich oceanic eddies appear to be preferred hunting grounds
for carnivores and their prey [16, 17]. Algae are aected in multiple subtle ways. First,
transport barriers trap nutrient and algae in coherent volumes, hamper the transition of
algae into ambient water and thus create a uid dynamical niche that isolates plankton
communities in specic biogeochemical environments [18]. Secondly, the joint rotational
motion of the water mass creates vertical velocity elds and thereby actively changes its
nutrient concentration by transporting nutrient rich colder water to the surface [19{21].
And lastly, eddy formation and disintegration results in laments which distribute nutrients
and plankton which increases algae productivity and is largely responsible for the patchiness
of plankton communities [20].
Transport barriers are also observable on larger scales in planetary atmospheric ows.
Examples are the isolation of Antarctic air masses during the winter months that results
in uctuations of the ozone concentration in the upper atmosphere [22] and the coherent
volume in the great red spot on Jupiter [23].
10
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In order to comprehend the multiple eects of coherent structures in geophysical ows
reliable methods for their detection and the identication of their boundaries are necessary.
Only the correct identication of transport barriers enables the estimation of the volume
ux created by coherent transport so that the order of magnitude of climatic eects can be
checked. And only an accurate identication of transport barriers will lead to an under-
standing of the multifaceted interplay between coherent structures and algae production.
Insights could help to improve climate models or help to predict harmful algae blooms.
However, the problem of coherent structure identication is inherently non-trivial.
Many dierent methods have been proposed in the past. It is important to note that
there is no general theory of coherence. All methods are purely descriptive. We observe
the phenomenon of rotating coherent structures of nite life time and { by accepting a
specic concept of coherence { we may be able to extract their boundaries from trajectory
data but we are neither able to detect them nor predict their evolution using rst prin-
ciples. We instead rely on solving the equations of motion that govern the ow to study
the stability of the inferred structures. This also explains why most methods lack a clear
and convincing denition of what a coherent structure is. Instead, they focus on dierent
intuitive aspects of coherence. The clearest two denitions of coherence can be summa-
rized as (a) coherent volumes should not generate laments under advection [24] and (b)
coherent volumes show signicantly reduced mixing with the ambient water compared to
the overall uid volume [25]. However, both concepts may yield dierent solutions that {
in truly turbulent ows { can only live for nite time.
Every detection method falls in one of two fundamental classes: Eulerian methods that
operate on velocity eld snapshots and Lagrangian methods that operate on uid elements
trajectories. Since there appears to be a correlation between joint rotational motion and the
phenomenon of increased coherence, Eulerian methods focus on the detection of strongly
rotating structures in velocity elds. A variety of approaches has been developed over
the years. These include methods based on relative vorticity elds [26], sea surface height
[27{29], stream lines [30{33] or the widely used Okubo-Weiss criterion (OW) [31, 34{36].
Eulerian techniques are computationally cheap and often succeed in approximating the
location of eddies in practice. However, since the phenomenon of coherent transport is of
Lagrangian nature, Eulerian approaches are generally not successful whenever the ow is
non-stationary. Also, Eulerian method employ intuitive ad hoc explanations of coherence
instead of rigorous mathematical theory.
Only Lagrangian approaches have the actual potential to detect coherent structures
and their boundaries. Many of these methods have their origin in dynamical systems the-
ory and search for analogues of structures that give order to stationary or periodically
perturbed dynamical systems. In these simpler systems, stable and unstable manifolds
of hyperbolic xed points would mark separatrices, trajectories that separate phase space
regions of qualitatively dierent dynamical behavior. Lagrangian descriptors, for instance,
try to nd the nger print of these hyperbolic trajectories in scalar elds that are generated
by integrating specic features along trajectories [37{39]. Methods using nite-time Lya-
punov exponents (FTLE) attempt to nd these manifolds by identifying lines of maximal
exponential expansion and contraction [40{43]. Similarly, geodesic approaches search for
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material lines of locally maximal attraction and repulsion, so-called hyperbolic Lagrangian
coherent structures (LCS) [44,45], material lines of average zero stretching, so-called ellip-
tic LCS [14], and material lines of equal rotation, so-called rotationally coherent LCS [46].
Transfer operator approaches (TOA) search for weakly communicating regions by study-
ing the transport properties of the ow, given by its Frobenius-Perron operator [25,47{50].
These probabilistic methods generalize the concept of almost-invariant sets (AIS) [51],
weakly communicating phase space regions in stationary and periodically perturbed ows,
to dene coherent sets (CS) [25, 49], coherently moving volumes in non-periodic ows.
Other methods refrain from using analogues and search directly for trajectories that stay
closely together [52, 53].
Since the scientic community did not yet agree on a single denition of coherence
dierent Eulerian and Lagrangian methods are used depending on the specic application.
Oceanographers, for example, prefer Eulerian methods that are but nothing more than
proxies for approximate eddy positions but yield quick results without the need of much
computational power. Lagrangian methods each focus on dierent aspects of coherence
and often yield varying results [54]. However, at least the community of mathematicians
and physicists starts to accept criteria the evaluate the quality of Lagrangian methods.
The authors of [5] have argued to use only methods for the study of oceanic ows that are
invariant under arbitrary translations and rotations since coherence should be independent
of the choice of the frame of reference. They note that the choice of an appropriate frame
of reference is especially hard in a rotating coordinate systems, i.e. in geophysical ows.
In this thesis, we present two contributions to this eld. First, we present modications
of the TOA. Hadjighasem et al. [54] compared 16 Lagrangian approaches and showed that
TOA (specically [50, 55]) are already among the best when it comes to the detection
of elliptic coherent structures, i.e. coherent eddy cores. Our modications improve the
ability of TOA to identify the boundaries of coherent eddy cores and aim for a higher
level of automation. The modications stabilize the reconstruction of central coherent
structures and facilitate the identication of consistent transport barriers over larger time
windows. We test the presented modications, apply the resulting approach to real oceanic
velocity elds and study the coherence of eight Baltic eddies. And secondly, we present
a new diagnostic approach for the identication of coherent structure boundaries based
purely on the principle of convexity. The associated algorithm, the MSCS-algorithm, yields
intuitive results that directly depend on practical parameters and enables the study of
lament generation and the formation of coherent structures. We believe it is well suited
for interdisciplinary applications that rely on transparent results. This approach is again
tested and applied to real oceanic velocity elds.
The manuscript is structured as follows. First, we give a brief overview about estab-
lished methods for coherent structure identication and two-dimensional ow models that
help to test the presented advancements (see Sec. 2.1). In addition, we provide a detailed
theoretical backgrounds for the TOA (see Sec. 3). Then, we present a central modication
regarding the TOA for stationary ows and investigate its potential (see Sec. 4). Subse-
quently, we present further modications for time-dependent velocity elds which we apply
to analyze coherent structures in the Baltic Sea (see Sec. 5). Afterwards, we introduce a
12
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new diagnostic approach based on convexity, the MSCS-algorithm and show its potential
in detail (see Sec. 6). And eventually, we end this manuscript with a concluding remark
(see Sec. 7).
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Theoretical Background
Here, we present an overview of dierent methods used to infer eddies and coherent struc-
tures in two-dimensional oceanic ows and present the toy models that are used throughout
this thesis to generate velocity elds in order to test modications and novelties.
2.1 Methods
In order to understand the eects of coherent volumes, and eddies in particular, and to
investigate their statistical and dynamical properties it is necessary to develop reliable
tools for their detection and the identication of their boundaries.
In the next sections, we briey present dierent methods used in this thesis. We discuss
the Eulerian Okubo-Weiss criterion (OW, see Sec. 2.1.1), FLTE (see Sec. 2.1.2) and the
Lagrangian descriptors Marc and MV as well as Lagrangian averaged vorticity deviation
(LAVD, see Sec. 2.1.3). OW and MV are used as a proxies in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 5.4 while
FTLE and LAVD are both used as a general comparison.
The transfer operator approach (TOA), the method that forms the basis of this thesis
is discussed in more detail in Sec. 3.
2.1.1 Okubo-Weiss criterion
The Okubo-Weiss criterion (OW), or Q-criterion, is a popular Eulerian method to distin-
guish hyperbolic regions from elliptic regions in two-dimensional ows. This criterion was
rst discussed in 1970 [34] and used to classify dierent ow regions in 1991 [35].
Given the two-dimensional velocity eld v  pupxq; vpxqq|, the Q-criterion is dened
by
Q : s2   h2  !2 ; (2.1)
14
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with
stretching rate s : Bxux  Byuy ; (2.2)
shearing rate h : Bxuy   Byux and (2.3)
vorticity ! : Bxuy  Byux : (2.4)
This Eulerian criterion compares the inuence of strain (stretching and shearing) and
rotational motion (vorticity).
In classical oceanographic literature, regions of negative Q-values are considered regions
of elliptical dynamics while regions of positive Q-values are considered regions of hyperbolic
dynamics. Connected regions with a Q-value below an arbitrary negative threshold are
assumed to exhibit joint rotational motion and are classied as eddies [31, 36] or even
coherent structures [56].
However, the Eulerian criterion is neither able to reliably reconstruct the boundaries
of elliptic coherent structures in time-dependent velocity elds which are of Lagrangian
nature nor is it able to reconstruct the boundaries of invariant sets, i.e. separatrices, in
stationary velocity elds as displayed in a simple counter-example (see Fig. 2.2).
The former point explains the criterion's relatively high false positive rate if non-
autonomous oceanic ows are considered: Localized rotational motion leads to localized
negative patches in the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q of non-stationary velocity elds, but if
the rotational motion does not persist, there was never an eddy to begin with.
When using the Okubo-Weiss criterion to search for almost invariant structures in
stationary ows, the measure again generates false positives since rotating but moving sets
are not almost-invariant.
2.1.2 Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponents
In continuous stationary ows, regions of qualitatively dierent dynamics are separated by
separatrices, trajectories along the stable and unstable invariant manifolds of hyperbolic
xed points. In the vicinity of hyperbolic xed points, these invariant manifolds repre-
sent material lines of maximal exponential attraction and repulsion. With this in mind, it
was proposed to search for maximally attracting and repelling material lines, so-called hy-
perbolic Lagrangian coherent structures (LCS) to nd structure in time-dependent ows.
Computing nite-time Lyapunov exponents (FTLE) constitutes the rst attempt to ap-
proximate these structures [40{43].
Let us consider a time dependent ow of the general form  : V RR that generates
parameterized trajectories of the form xpx0; t0   q  px0; t0; q from initial positions
x0 P V at time t0. Then, the evolution of innitesimal perturbations Bxptq at position x
at time t during an integration time  are governed by the equation
Bxpt  q  rpx; t; qBxptq : (2.5)
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a b
Figure 2.1 { The Okubo-Weiss criterion is not sucient to reconstruct the
separatrices in the stationary Gaussian blob model. (a) Okubo-Weiss criterion Q
(background colormap), separatrices (orange line) and velocity eld of exemplary station-
ary ow (Gaussian blob model see Sec. 2.2.2). (b) Isoclines of Q are almost orthogonal
near the separatrices. Thus thresholding Q will not recover the separatrices.
Hence, the square of the perturbation length growths like
kBxpt  qk2  Bxptq| prpx; t; qq |rpx; t; qlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
Cpx;t;q
Bxptq (2.6)
where Cpx; t; q is the symmetric and positive denite Cauchy-Green strain tensor. If
{i are the eigenvalues of Cpx; t; q, then perturbations along the eigenvectors of Cpx; t; q
grow by
?{i. Thus, the exponent n of potential exponential growth during an integration
time of  , the nite-time Lyapunov exponent (FTLE), is determined by
n  logp
?{nq

(2.7)
where {n is the largest eigenvalue of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor. This exponent can be
computed for every position x in the domain to generate the FTLE-eld px; t; q. Local
maxima in the FTLE-eld for positive  indicate regions of locally maximal perturbation
growth while local maxima in the FTLE-eld for negative integration times  indicate re-
gions of locally maximal contraction. Thus, ridges in future and past FTLE-elds px; t; q
serve as a rst-order approximation for hyperbolic LCS.
However, FTLE fail to distinguish between regions of large shear and material lines
of maximal orthogonal repulsion and attraction. In order to nd real hyperbolic LCS
it is necessary to employ a geodesic theory of coherent structures [24]. This theory and
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the corresponding methods are quite elaborate so that they cannot be covered within the
scope of this thesis. Still, they have to be mentioned for the sake of completeness as these
methods become more and more popular. Using the framework of geodesics it is possible
to dene elliptic LCS, closed material lines of averaged zero stretching, that prove to be a
good approximation of transport boundaries around eddy cores. Generally, these methods
have the disadvantage of being computationally expensive.
2.1.3 Lagrangian Descriptors and Lagrangian averaged vorticity
deviation
Lagrangian descriptors are a class of heuristic Lagrangian methods for the identication
of phase space regions of qualitatively dierent dynamics. As such they were introduced
as an approach to nd hyperbolic trajectories in irregular time-dependent ows [57] and
eventually proposed as a tool to uncover the boundaries of coherent structures, i.e. coherent
eddy cores [37,38].
We here introduce the concept, the standard Lagrangian descriptor Marc [37], another
Lagrangian descriptor MV based on vorticity [39] and an approach called Lagrangian av-
eraged vorticity deviation (LAVD) [46]. MV is used as a proxy in Sec. 5.1.1 while LAVD
can be understood as the missing link between Lagrangian descriptors and the class of
geometric approaches like FTLE (see Sec. 2.1.2). As a state of the art, LAVD, like FTLE
will be occasionally used to evaluate results.
Let  : V RRÑ V be a time-dependent ow such that any initial condition xt0 P V
at time t0 results in a parameterized trajectory xpt0 q  pxt0 ; t0; q. Then, all instances
of Lagrangian descriptors take the form
M  px; tq 
»

F ppx; t; tqq; t   tq dt (2.8)
where F : V  RÑ R is a bounded time-dependent scalar function. Thus, for any time t
a Lagrangian descriptor returns a scalar eld M  px; tq of a property F integrated in the
time window rt  ; t    s.
The simplest is the standard Lagrangian descriptor Marc with
F px; tq 
dpx; t; qd
 (2.9)

dxptqdt
  kvpxptqqk ; (2.10)
the absolute velocity. This results in
M arcpx; tq 
»

kvpxpt   t1qqk; dt1 (2.11)
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which is of course the arc-length of the trajectory in the time window rt  ; t    s that
passes through x at time t.
In stationary ows, trajectories of qualitatively dierent dynamical behavior are sep-
arated by separatrices, i.e. trajectories connecting hyperbolic xed points. Since the
arc-length of these hyperbolic trajectories is bounded by the length of the separatrix while
other trajectories are not, they appear as a thin discontinuity in the eld of M arc for  " 0.
If the stationary ow is weakly perturbed, these discontinuities persist as long as the hy-
perbolic trajectories survive. Likewise, a change of the Galilean frame of reference does
not destroy the discontinuities. Thus, the standard Lagrangian descriptor seems to be
well suited for the detection of hyperbolic trajectories in oceanic ows. However, several
counter examples show that this approach is not capable of inferring invariant manifolds
in unbounded ows around single hyperbolic xed points [58, 59] and there is in general
no direct mathematical relationship between discontinuities in the M arc-eld and transport
boundaries. Especially problematic is that any frame of reference co-moving with a cho-
sen trajectory yields scalar elds in which this trajectory as the global minimum. Thus,
Marc is not subjective in the sense of [5]. Consequently, this method is not more than
a proxy when it comes to the detection of hyperbolic trajectories and coherent structure
boundaries. Nevertheless, the method has been successfully applied in various oceano-
graphic studies [60{62]. Other properties have been proposed as generators of Lagrangian
descriptors that yield results similar to Marc.
A signicantly dierent approach for the detection of eddy boundaries is the La-
grangian descriptor MV proposed by [39]. Instead of arc-length, the approach uses vorticity
!  r vptq as its feature
F px; tq  k!pxptqk 12 : (2.12)
Since physical uiddynamical eddies typically have non-zero vorticity in their interior,
this Lagrangian descriptor is able to show eddy centers as local maxima in the M V eld
for appropriate choices of the integration time  . Hyperbolic trajectories however typically
experience much less rotation and depict local minima in this eld. It is thus not surprising
that eddies are usually surrounded by a ridge of minimal values. The MV-tool that extracts
eddies on the basis of this Lagrangian descriptor returns locally minimal closed isoclines
of MV as eddy boundaries.
However, since a frame co-rotating with a chosen uid element can generate a global
minima in the M V-eld at the position of this particular uid element, this method is
again not objective in the sense of [5]. Yet, since a co-rotating frame is never chosen
in applications and the background vorticity generated by the earths rotation is small
compared to the intrinsic vorticity of the uid this method yields rather good results in
applications.
Lagrangian averaged vorticity deviation (LAVD) is an objective method with similar-
ities to the Lagrangian descriptor MV [46]. The approach detects so-called rotationally
coherent Lagrangian coherent structures, advected material lines that exhibit identical
mean rotation in a time window rt; t    s. The concept is based on a recently developed
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dynamical form of the polar rotation angle [63, 64]. Unfortunately, a detailed derivation
and discussion is out of the scope of this thesis.
Despite its elaborate mathematical foundation, approaches based on LAVD is surpris-
ingly simple to apply. Given a material domain V P R2 we rst compute the scalar eld
LAVD px; tq 
t »
t
k!pxptqq  s!ptqk dt (2.13)
where s!ptq is the average vorticity in the material domain V at time t
s!ptq  1³
V
d 
»
V
!pxptqq d  : (2.14)
We then search for approximately convex isoclines around a maximum in this scalar eld.
Since LAVD involves a non-local spatial integration it is not a Lagrangian descriptor.
Yet, the similarities between the Lagrangian descriptor MV and LAVD are obvious { es-
pecially in the case of geophysical ows that typically exhibit near zero average vorticitys!. Thus, in geophysical applications the main dierence between both methods is the way
boundaries are chosen in the scalar eld.
Even though LAVD yields convincing results, the approach is not suited to study the
emergence and decay of nite-time coherent structures. Since LAVD is always positive,
a structure that is detected using an integration time  will persist for  1 ¡  as long as
no signicant joint rotations are detected anywhere else. For instance, abrupt changes to
irrotational ows
vir  p0; 0; aq  x bkx bk (2.15)
for a P R and b P R2 at times t ¡ t    would not change the LAVD-eld for  1 ¡ 
because the vorticity in irrotational ows is zero almost everywhere. Thus, theoretically,
every coherence can be destroyed without being shown in the LAVD-eld. Even though
irrotational ows and discontinuous changes in the velocity eld are non-physical, this
example shows that the integration time  is not directly related to the life-time of detected
coherent structures.
2.2 Models
We test existing and new approaches using toy-models before applying them to real data
sets of oceanic ows. We here provide a non-extensive list of models that has proven to be
useful in this regard.
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2.2.1 Euler equation
One of the most useful models for turbulent two-dimensional ows is the solution of the
Navier-Stokes equation itself. This equation is given by
pBtu  pu rquq  rp r     f (2.16)
where u is the velocity eld of the ow,  is the density of the uid, p is the pressure, f is
the combination of external forces and  is the deviatoric stress tensor.
The Navier-Stokes equation is the physically most accurate description of uid motion
to date and almost 200 years old. A derivation of the Navier-Stokes equation can be found
in any textbook about uid dynamics.
Analytic solutions of the Navier-Stokes equation are only possible for less complex
corner cases or specic boundary conditions. Since we are only interested in a versatile
turbulent ow to test coherent structure detection and identication, we do not require
complete realism. For this reason, we consider two-dimensional inviscid ows that are
governed by the simpler Euler equation without driving forces
pBtu  pu rquq  rp (2.17)
with u P R3 ; u  pux; uy; 0q (2.18)
This equation can be simplied by a vorticity ansatz.
The vorticity ! and the streamfunction ' are dened by
u  pBy'; Bx'; 0q (2.19)
!  Bxuy  Byux  rr usz : (2.20)
Using these expressions the Euler equation can be rewritten in the form
Bt!  Bx'By!  By!Bx' (2.21)
!  ' : (2.22)
On a unit torus the solution of this equation can be numerically approximated using a
spectral ansatz. Inserting the Fourier expansion
' 
N¸
n;mN
	nmptqe2ipnx myq (2.23)
into the Euler equation yields
Bt	nm  4
2
n2  m2
¸
n1;m1
pn12  m12qpm1n n1mq	n1m1	nn1;mm1 : (2.24)
Real solutions require the condition 	nm  	Nn;Nm. Moreover, for isotropic solutions
we demand 	kl  Bt	kl  0 for k2  l2 ¡ N2. The constant oset 	00 is irrelevant and set
to zero with all its derivatives, i.e. 	00  Bt	00.
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For our purposes, it is enough to solve the resulting multivariate ordinary dierential
equation using standard a Runga-Kutta-4 scheme.
The kinetic energy for this ansatz is given by
E  
2
»
v2 dxdy (2.25)
 
2
»
pB1'q2   pB2'q2 dxdy (2.26)
 
2
»
r  ppr'q'qloooooomoooooon
0; boundary conditions
 p'q' dxdy (2.27)
 
2
»
!'dxdy (2.28)
 4
2
2
¸
n;m
pn2  m2q|	nm|2 (2.29)
and can be used to normalize random initial conditions.
Unfortunately, numerical solutions of the Euler equation have the downside that no
ground truth can be determine for the analysis. Thus, the Euler equation can not be used
to check the correctness of generated results and only to generate example ows if no real
velocity elds are at hand.
2.2.2 Stationary Gaussian Blob Model
The most simplistic model in our repertoire is the stationary Gaussian blob model which
generates a two-dimensional incompressible ow. Its aim is to provide reasonable sce-
narios for oceanic ows that serve as a ground truth and testbed for coherent structure
identication.
In this model, we generate a vorticity eld
!pxq 
M¸
i1
 i
2
exp

px xiq
|px xiq
22i


(2.30)
using M linear combinations of Gaussian vortices at positions xi with standard deviations
i and magnitudes  i.
The velocity eld created by this model is given by
upxq   1
2
M¸
i1
 i

1 exp

 pxxiq2
22i
	
px xiq2 px xiq  e^z (2.31)
and the stream function ' can be computed by numerical integration of (2.31).
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We are able to extract hyperbolic xed points in this velocity eld by numerically
searching for saddles in the stream function '. Isoclines in the stream function ' at the
corresponding values then reveal the separatrices that separate non-communicating domain
regions.
For our purposes, we choose a constellation of three identical vortices with  1;2;3  1:2
and 1;2;3  0:1 surrounding a fourth vortex with  4  1 and 4  0:1 at a radius of
R  0:5. This set up generates velocity elds as depicted in Fig. 2.2a. Notably, the
separatrices enclose a central vortex. If a test domain X P R2 is chosen such that it
contains none of the vortices fully except the central vortex, the volume contained in the
separatrices surrounding the central vortex is the largest invariant structure within the
domain. This invariant structure can than serve as the ground truth for any coherent
structure identication approach.
Figure 2.2 { The stationary Gaussian blob model. Stream function ' (background
colormap) and corresponding velocity eld (arrows) of the stationary Gaussian blob with
the parameters given in Sec. 2.2.2. The separatrices (orange lines) surround each of the
four Gaussian eddies.
2.2.3 Periodically Perturbed Gaussian Blob Model
In addition to the stationary Gaussian blob model, we utilize a periodically perturbed
Gaussian blob model that enables the study of periodic perturbations.
The model is given by
u1px:tq  upxq  

0



cos

2t
T


(2.32)
where upxq is the velocity eld of Eq. (2.31) with the specications given above and  P R
is the strength of the sinusoidal forcing.
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Trajectories in the perturbed ow generated by u1pxq can now be described by their
intersections with the Poincare section dened by px; y; tpq with tp P t0; T; 2T; : : :u.
For small enough perturbation strength  and perturbation period T stable and unstable
invariant manifolds of hyperbolic xed points will cross and create chaotic dynamics via
a heteoroclinic tangle approximately around the former separatrices. The separatrices are
destroyed in the process and the largest invariant set of the iterated map is now enclosed
in the largest Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser torus (KAM torus) instead, the largest torus of
quasi-periodic orbits.
2.2.4 Bickley-Jet
The last model in our repertoire is an idealized ow model of atmospheric Rossby waves, we
call the Bickley-jet model. This model was proposed in [65,66] to study material transport
across the boundary of the stratospheric polar vortex and has become a standard toy model
in the eld. We here only explain briey how to derive this model. For any details see the
mentioned publications.
The aim is to provide an idealized and simple but useful toy model for geophysical
ow, i.e. a ow in the rotating reference frame of the earth with angular velocity 
 and
k
k  
  2
day
. For reasons of simplicity, we assume an inviscid two-dimensional ow on
an isentropic surface. Using a local orthogonal basis, we dene the zonal and meridional
horizontal coordinates x and y at some latitude . Now, we can { like shown in Sec. 2.2.1
{ describe the local velocity eld upx; y; tq using a streamfunction 'px; y; tq
upx; y; tq  pBy'px; y; tq; Bx'px; t; yqq : (2.33)
In addition, for a two-dimensional ow on a rotating sphere, the potential vorticity (Rossby's
shallow water potential vorticity) would be given by
!px; y; tq  'px; y; tq   2
 sinppyqqloooooomoooooon
fpyq
(2.34)
where fpyq is the so-called Coriolis parameter. Here, however, we approximate the merid-
ional dependencies of the Coriolis parameter using a rst order Taylor expansion around
a latitude 0 in the local coordinates px; yq with yp0q  0 at the origin. This so-called
-plane approximation yields
!px; y; tq  'px; y; tq   fp0q   BfppyqqBy

y0
y (2.35)
 'px; y; tq   fp0q   2

Re
cosp0qlooooomooooon

y : (2.36)
The conservation of total potential vorticity results in the equation (compare Sec. 2.2.1)
Bt!   By'Bx!  Bx'By!  0 : (2.37)
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If we now make the ansatz
'px; y; tq  '0pyq   '1pyq exppipkx cqq (2.38)
of a sheer ow '0pyq which is weakly perturbed by a meridional wave '1pyq exppipkx cqq
with velocity c and wave number k and choose a Bickley-Jet prole for the dominating
velocity prole
u0pyq : By'0pyq  U0 sech2
 y
L
	
; (2.39)
it is known that we only get two independent solutions for the triplet '1pyq; k; c with
=pcq  0, i.e. two independent Rossby waves (for details see [66]). We get
'1;ipyq  AiU0L sech2
 y
L
	
(2.40)
and two quadratic equation for c and k
U0L
2k2  6c and 6c2  4U0c  U0L2  0 : (2.41)
Thus, choosing the latitude 0, the velocity of the Bickley-jet U0 and the meridional length
scale L xes c1, c2, k1 and k2.
In this manuscript, we stick to the parameters chosen in [66] for periodic boundary
conditions in zonal direction. Thus,
0  60 U0  62:66m
s
L  1770km (2.42)
and
k2  2  2
Re cos0
k3  2  3
Re cos0
(2.43)
c2  0:205U0 c3  0:461U0 : (2.44)
Hence, the stream function is given by
'px; y; tq  U0L sec2
 y
L
	
 A2U0L sech2
 y
L
	
cos pk2px c2tqq
A3U0L sech
2
 y
L
	
cos pk3px c3tqq
(2.45)
We choose A2  0:1 and A3  0:3. This choice denes a semi-periodic ow that contains
a meandering jet with six coherent structures in its wake.
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Transfer Operator Approach I:
State of the Art
In this thesis, we will introduce improvements of the transfer operator approach (TOA).
For this reason, we will discuss the theoretical background of the TOA in detail.
The TOA depicts example of a coherent set detection method that is inspired by dy-
namic system theory. However, instead of approaching the problem from a geometric
perspective and experiences with periodically perturbed smooth ows like FTLE, LCS and
LAVD, the TOA focuses on analyzing general transport properties of maps to identify
regions that exchange only few particles. If we introduce restrictions for the boundary of
these weakly communicating regions, particles in these regions stick together, i.e. they stay
coherent. The universality of this intuitive denition of coherence is very powerful.
The foundation of its idea is rooted in the phenomenon of almost-invariant sets (AIS),
weakly communicating phase space regions found in many autonomous dynamical sys-
tems [51]. Modied ideas were rst applied to detect coherent oceanic structures in [48,67].
Mathematically rigorous consideration of non-autonomous time-dependent dynamical sys-
tems lead to the concept of coherent structures (CS), moving structures that do not ex-
change mass with their surrounding [49]. A slightly modied version of this approach was
later used to study the evolution of an Agulhas ring [6]. Advanced time-centralized con-
cepts consider transport not only in one but in both time-directions and balance eects
generated by lobe dynamics in the vicinity of coherent structures [25].
In this chapter, we provide the necessary theory to understand the approach, AIS and
CS and to understand the improvement that we present in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5. A short
mathematical summary of the basic approach can be found in [25].
3.1 Frobenius-Perron Operator
The mathematical object that elegantly captures the transfer properties of a map  : X Ñ X
is the Frobenius-Perron operator P . The operator is immensely useful for investigating the
dynamical properties of maps and reveals non-communicating and weakly communicating
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subsets in the domain X. We here present its denition and its useful properties that con-
stitute the foundation of the transfer operator approach. Proofs will not be presented and
can be found in textbooks, e.g., [68]. Even if the nal method operates on Markov-chains
and Laplacian matrices, its principal arguments have their foundation in the Frobenius-
Perron operator.
Let pX;
; q be a measure space with a domain X, its -algebra 
 and a measure
 : 
 Ñ R . Furthermore, let  : X Ñ X be a non-singular map, i.e.
pAq  0 ñ p1pAqq  0 for all A P 
 (3.1)
so that the images of no non-zero measure set has vanishing measure. Then the Frobenius-
Perron operator P : L1pXq Ñ L1pXq is uniquely dened by the following relationship for
all non-negative functions  P L1pXq:»
A
Ppxqpdxq 
»
1pAq
pxqpdxq for all A P 
 : (3.2)
Thus, with a little imagination and mathematical intuition, the Frobenius-Perron operator
P describes the evolution of scalar elds pxq by the map  and thus determines the map's
transport characteristics.
The Frobenius-Perron operator P is a Markov operator. This means, it is a linear
operator that maps non-negative functions to non-negative functions without changing
their L1-norm. Hence,
P ¥ 0 and kPk  kk for all  P L1pXq;  ¥ 0 ; (3.3)
where  ¥ 0 is an abbreviation of pxq ¥ 0 @x P X.
Now, let us consider arbitrary scalar elds pxq P L1pXq dened by       where
  and  are non-negative L1-functions with disjoint support, i.e.  ;  P L1pXq with
 ;  ¥ 0 and suppp q X supppq  H. Then, the L1-norm of the function  is only
invariant under P , i.e. kPk  kk, if the functions P  and P have disjoint support.
In other words, the Frobenius-Perron operator is only not norm-preserving for any function
 P L1pXq whose images of the support for negative and positive regions overlap.
Let us now examine how transport properties of  are reected in the eigenfuntions of
its Frobenius-Perron operator P . For this reason, let us dene the complement of a set A
as A : X{A.
Fist, we remember that, if the map  is ergodic, there are by denition no non-trivial
invariant subsets. This means there is no A  X with pAq; p Aq ¡ 0 such that pAq X
p Aq  H and thus for ergodic maps a subset and its complement will always have
overlapping images. Indeed, for every set A  X with pAq; p Aq ¡ 0 and function
  1A1 A we know for sure that
P     and that the decrease in norm is generated
by the overlap pAq X p Aq.
This however implies that, if the map  is ergodic, then the operator P has at most one
invariant density, i.e. there exists at most one  P L1pXq with  ¥ 0 and kk  1 such
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that P  . Assuming the opposite immediately results in a beautiful contradiction: If
there were two invariant densities 1 ; 2 , we could construct the invariant function 1  2 .
This would imply that the supports suppp1q, suppp2q and their images were disjoint and
thus  would not be ergodic.
It is now straight forward to show that if the map  has n invariant subsets A1; : : : ; An  X
its Frobenius-Perron operator has at most n linear independent normalized eigenfuntions
with the eigenvalue   1, namely linear combinations of the n invariant densities cor-
responding to the n subsets. Thus non-communicating subsets of X are indicated by
eigenfuntions with the eigenvalue   1.
Secondly, even if a map  is ergodic, some subsets A may be almost-invariant in the
sense that the overlap of its image and the image of its complement is small. These
almost-invariant sets (for which we will nd a more technical denition later) are reected
by eigenfunctions P   with eigenvalue   1 and   1A  1 A.
Thus, we see that the Frobenius-Perron operator P is immensely useful for studying the
transport properties of a map and can be used to uncover weakly communicating domain
subsets.
However, in most cases, it is not possible to nd a closed-form solution for P . For this
reason, it is practical to approximate this operator numerically using the Ulam-Galerkin
method. For this purpose, we partition the domain X into N disjoint sets or tiles Ai
X 
N¤
i1
Ai with Ai X Aj  H for all i  j (3.4)
and restrict our considerations to the nite dimensional subspace VN of piecewise constant
functions
pxq 
N¸
i1
i
pAiq1Aipxq P VN  L
1pXq (3.5)
where 1Aipxq  1 if x P Ai and 1Aipxq  0 if x R Ai. We aim to approximate P : L1pXq Ñ L1pXq
by a nite dimensional linear operator PN : VN Ñ VN . So we approximate Ppxq in the
nite dimensional subspace VN by
Ppxq  PNpxq 
N¸
i1
i
pAiq1Aipxq P VN (3.6)
where the coecients i are given by
j 
»
Aj
Ppxq dpxq 
»
1pAjq
pxq dpxq (3.7)

N¸
i1
i
pAiq
»
1pAjq
1Aipxq dpxq 
N¸
i1
i
pAi X 1pAjq
pAiq : (3.8)
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Hence, the operator PN is dened by
PN 1Aipxq
pAiq 
N¸
i1
Pij
1Ajpxq
pAjq (3.9)
where
Pij : pAi X 
1pAjq
pAiq  ppiÑ j|iq (3.10)
are transition probabilities from Ai to Aj. The matrix P is a row-stochastic transfer
probability matrix and a representation of PqN in coecient space RN .
The transition probabilities Pij are approximated using test trajectories. We place K
test particles (or tracers) in each Ai and compute how they evolve with the ow . The
probability of being transported from tile i to tile j is given by the fraction of particles
that start in i and arrive in j, i.e.
Pij  # of particles that arrive in Aj
# of particles that started in Ai
: (3.11)
This more accessible object is the central mathematical object of the TOA.
The Ulam-Galerkin method does not only facilitate the approximation of the Frobenius-
Perron operator but also adds numerical diusion of the scale of the tile size.
3.2 Markov-Chains
The approximation of the Frobenius-Perron operators P by the Ulam-Galerkin method
results in a Markov-chain P . In this section, we collect the important properties of Makrov-
chains that are necessary to understand the TOA.
Formally, a Markov-chain is a discrete stochastic process in which a random variable Z
assumes a countable set of states between witch it switches randomly depending only on
its current state.
If the number of states is nite, a Markov-chain can be represented by a transition
probability matrix P P RNN  . The transition probability ppiÑ j|iq to switch from state i
to state j is then given by the matrix element Pij. Hence, the transition probability matrix
P is row-stochastic, i.e. Pij ¥ 0 and °j Pij  1.
In the TOA, the states are associated with tiles and the transitions between states are
actual transport probabilities of uid elements. For this reason, we will henceforth use the
terminology of the TOA and use the word mass distributions instead of state density.
P can be understood as a weighted adjacency matrix of a directed graph G : pV ; Eq
whose vertices are the tiles i; j P V which are connected by edges Pij P E of transition
probabilities.
Row-stochastic matrices have many intriguing properties that resemble those of Markov
operators. Given a material distribution  P RN  the distribution at the next time step can
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be computed by a simple matrix product P which is of course linear and maps non-
negative vectors to non-negative vectors without changing their L1-norm, i.e.
P ¥ 0 and kPk1  kk1 for  P RN  : (3.12)
Moreover, if there is a path between all pairs of tiles i; j P V for i  j, then the Markov-
chain has only one invariant density  P RN  , kk1  1 such that P  . Namely,
this invariant density is the eigenvector 1   to the eigenvalue 1  1. A graph that
has this property is called strongly connected and the corresponding adjacency matrix P
is called irreducible.
The eigenvalues i for i ¡ 1 are smaller in norm, i.e. |i|   1  |1|, and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors i are orthogonal to the invariant density 
 with respect to the
standard scalar product. Thus, irreducible Markov-chains have similar properties like
Frobenius-Perron operators of ergodic maps.
In addition, for each Markov-chain P and density , there is a time-reversed Markov-
chain P  that reverts the changes to the density . This means if P   then   P 
This adjoint operator is computed by assuming detailed balance
iPij  jP ji ñ P ij  1i Pjij ñ P   D1 P |D ; (3.13)
where D is a diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector  on its main diagonal. If
i  0 then the tile i may just be removed from the target set.
It is possible to investigate the structure of Markov-chains directly or to conceive their
transition probability matrix P as the adjacency matrix of a graph. The later motivates
the computation of Laplacian matrices L.
3.3 Laplacian matrices
For technical reasons another mathematical object, the Laplacian matrix L of a graph, will
nd its way in the TOA.
The Laplacian L enables the investigation of many fundamental properties of a weighted
directed graph G  pV ; Eq with weighted adjacency matrix A P RNN  . It is dened by
L : D  A, where the diagonal matrix D is given by Dij  ij
N°
k1
Aik.
It is straight forward to show that 1  1  p1; 1; : : :q is a right-hand eigenvector of
the Laplacian L to the eigenvalue of 1  0 and that the kernel dimension of L yields the
number of strongly connected components in the graph. Thus, if the graph has only one
strongly connected component the eigenvalue 1  0 is non-degenerate.
3.4 Finding Almost-Invariant Sets
Almost-invariant sets (AIS) are weakly communicating phase space regions in non-linear
dynamical systems, e.g., on the invariant measure of a strange attractor. In oceanography
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the notion of AIS helps to nd weakly communicating water bodies in stationary ows.
The presented methods to nd almost-invariant sets are introduced in [25,47,51].
A ow  : X RÑ X is a continuous map from a domain X to itself depending on an
integration time  P R with the property that ppx; 1q; 2q  px; 1   2q for all x P X
and 1; 2 P R.
For the discussed approach, it is rst necessary to x an integration time  to generate
a map  : X Ñ X. Thus, we dene pxq : px; q for all x P X and a specic  P R.
Furthermore, we have to make sure that the map  is ergodic in order to make proper use
of the properties of the Frobenius-Perron operator P . We also assume that the operator P
is approximated well enough by its nite dimensional approximation to render the resulting
Markov-chain P irreducible.
Invariant sets are sets A with the property
A  1pAq : (3.14)
Thus, it is made sure that the image pAq is exactly the set A and can not be entered or
left via application of the map . This condition is relaxed for almost-invariant sets.
Given a measure preserving ergodic map  : X Ñ X and a measure space pX;
; q,
we say that a set A  X with complement A : X{A and both pAq; p Aq ¡ 0 is almost-
invariant if the joint coherence ratio
cpAq  1
2

p1pAq X Aq
pAq  
p1p Aq X Aq
p Aq


(3.15)
is close to one. Thus, the probability to remain inside an almost-invariant set A is large
and the probability to leave it or to enter it is small. Note, that for ergodic maps , i.e.
maps without non-trivial invariant sets, the coherence ratio c is always smaller than one
except for trivial sets A P tX;Hu.
How do we nd these almost invariant sets? Slightly dierent approaches have been
proposed. They can be summarized by the following derivation. Let the Markov-chain
P be the Ulam-Galerkin approximation of the Frobenius-Perron operator P belonging to
the ow  generated by means of the tiling tA1; A2 : : : ; ANu. In addition, let  P RN  be
a normalized mass distribution on the given tiling. Then, nding weakly communicating
regions in X can be approximated by dividing the set of all tiles tA1; A2; : : : ; ANu in two
dierent sets such that the inter-subset mass transport is minimized. For this reason we
introduce the vector z P t1; 1uN whose elements zi indicate to which of the two sets the
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tile Ai belongs. The inter-subset mass transport is given by
M  1
4
N¸
i;j1
iPijpzi  zjq2 (3.16)
9
N¸
i;j1
iPij   jPji
2loooooomoooooon
Sij
pz2i  2zizj   z2j q (3.17)

N¸
i;j1
2ziSijzi  2ziSijzj (3.18)
 2
¸
i;j1
zi

ij
N¸
k1
Sik  Sij

loooooooooomoooooooooon
Lij
zj (3.19)
9 z|LpP; qz : (3.20)
Here, L is the Laplacian matrix of the weighted undirected graph represented by the
adjacency matrix S. Let | : |P be the transported density and P  be the time-
reversed Markov-chain of P corresponding to the density , then we are able to write
SpP; q  1
2
pDP   P |Dq  1
2
pDP  DP q (3.21)
LpP; q  1
2
pD  D DP DP q : (3.22)
Again D is a diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector  P RN on its diagonal.
We nd the two sets that minimize the inter-set mass transport by solving the opti-
mization problem
z  argmin
N°
i1
zii 
z|Lz : (3.23)
The additional constraint
N°
i1
zii    P R  bounds the size dierence between both sets
from above and is necessary to avoid the trivial solutions z  1  p1; 1; : : :q.
This optimization problem is NP-hard and thus dicult to solve, especially if the
number of tiles N is large. However, relaxing the problem by allowing the indicator vector
z to assume real values z P RN yields an analytic approximation. This so-called Fiedler-
vector approach is a standard method to approximate solutions to minimal graph-cut
problems. The minimal graph-cut problem is a problem in graph theory in which for a
given graph G the challenge is to cut the graph in two subgraphs such that the sum of the
weights of the removed connections is minimized.
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For a real-valued indicator vector z, the optimization problem is given by
z  argmin
z|D10
z|Lz
z|Dz
 D1 argmin
~zD
1{2
 10
~z|D
1{2
 LD
1{2
 ~z
~z|~z
: (3.24)
The condition z|D1  0 is again necessary to avoid the trivial solution z  1.
This optimization problem includes the most important published approaches by vary-
ing the initial mass distribution density . If we choose uniformly distributed masses,
i  1N we arrive at the problem proposed by [51]. If we choose the invariant distribution
 that fullls |  |P as the initial density
   ñ L  D

1 P   P

2


(3.25)
ñ z  argmax
z|D10
z|D
P P
2
z
z|Dz
(3.26)
we nd ourselves face to face with the optimization problem proposed in [69] which features
a more detailed derivation. In addition, we can choose an arbitrary distribution for which
to tackle the optimization problem.
In order to solve this optimization problem of Eq. (3.24) analytically, we remember
the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem [70] for Rayleigh quotients. It states that the minimum of the
optimization problem
min
x|Ax
x|x
(3.27)
with the Hermetian matrix A P RNN and the vector x P RN is given by the smallest
eigenvalue of A and that the vector that minimizes this problem is the corresponding
eigenvector. In the case on hand, the eigenvector ~z1 to the eigenvalue 1  0 with the
elements ~z1;i  ?i indeed minimizes the quotient but it does not fulll the auxiliary
condition ~zD
1{2
 1  0. However, Since the matrix D1{2 LD1{2 is symmetric all other
eigenvectors are orthogonal to ~z1 and do fulll this condition. Thus the vector that min-
imizes the quotient and fullls the auxiliary condition is the eigenvector to the second
smallest eigenvalue. The overall solution is thus given by
z  D1 ~z : (3.28)
The real valued indicator vector z is then thresholded to obtain a partition A; A of X
that are approximations to the original problem of nding two sets with minimal inter-set
material transport. For a threshold # P R, we dene
A :
¤
i | zi ¡#
Ai : (3.29)
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A reasonable threshold can be found by maximizing the coherence ratio cpAq via a line
search.
Each threshold # results in the set dening indicator vector z via
zi 
#
1 zi ¡ #
1 otherwise : (3.30)
Sometimes however, it is better to keep the real indicator vector for further treatment.
Eigenvectors of the Markov-chain P in principle also contain this information. However,
since their eigenvalues can assume complex values this information is inaccessible through
P alone. We need the Hermetian Laplacian L of S to nd correct indicator vectors.
3.5 Finding Coherent Sets
Weakly communicating water bodies in stationary ows can be understood as AIS. How-
ever, oceanic ows are rarely stationary and mostly turbulent. In order to nd weakly com-
municating moving water bodies it is necessary to enable the treatment of time-dependent
ows  and modify the discussed approach considerably since it only returns immovable
structures. To the knowledge of the author this was rst done in [49] and [25]. A good
summary for both methods can be found in [25].
A time dependent ow  : X  R  R Ñ X is a continuous map that maps a domain
X at time t P R under the eects of an integration time  P R. For xt P X we write
pxt; t; q  xt  The time dependent ow  fullls the property
ppxt; t; 1q; t  1; 2q  pxt; t; 1   2q  xt 1 2 :
Again, like in the case discussed above, the continuous nature of a ow  is disregarded by
choice of an initial point in time t and an integration time  . We dene the map
t pxtq : pxt; t; q with t : X 1lomon
X
Ñ t pX 1q  Y : (3.31)
For practical purposes, we restricted the source space of the map t to a subset of the
original source space X of  so that source and target space are not necessarily identical.
Now, we search for coherent pairs pA;Bq, volumes A  X and B  Y that communicate
via t but not with their complements. For invertible maps, i.e. pt q1  t  1, every
combination pA;t pAqq yields a coherent pair for all A  X. Thus, it is clear that we
have to reduce our considerations to non-invertible maps and { since two-dimensional
oceanographic ows are typically invertible { present a consistent way to render invertible
maps non-invertible.
Coherent pairs can be dened as tuples pA;Bq for transport into a single time-direction
or as triples pA;B ; Bq by evaluating the joint eects of both time-direction  . Each
denition leads to dierent results which we will present in the following two chapters.
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3.5.1 Coherent pairs as tuples
The notion of coherent pairs as tuples was rst introduced in [49]. We here discuss theory
presented in [25] and add calculations that motivate the eventual optimization problem.
Let the map t be dened as in Eq. (3.31) then a coherent pair is a pair of sets
A  X;B  Y that maximizes the joint coherence ratio
cpA;Bq  1
2

 ppt q1pBq X Aq
pAq  

 pt q1p Bq X A
p Aq

: (3.32)
with A  X{A and B  Y {B. However, we run into problems if the map t is invertible
since every pair A;B  t pAq would maximize cpA;Bq. To avoid this dilemma, we intro-
duce diusion operators X : X Ñ X and Y : Y Ñ Y with noise strength  P R, dene
a new map
;t : Y  t X : (3.33)
The new map ;t is not invertible and can be used in Eq. (3.32) to generate non-trivial
solutions.
Again, like in Sec. 3.4, we use disjoint tilings to create a nite dimensional subspace of
piecewise constant functions in which we search for coherent pairs. The tilings are given
by
X 
N¤
i1
Ai ; Ai X Aj  H @i  j and Y 
M¤
i1
Bi ; Bi XBj  H @i  j : (3.34)
Like before, we approximation of the Frobenius-Perron operator P;t of ;t in this nite
dimensional subspace is represetned by a transfer probability matrix P ;t .
Usually, it is not necessary to add noise explicitly in order to approximate the transfer
properties of ;t because the discretization of the domain already generates numeric noise
on the scale of the tile size. However, if this noise is not enough to guarantee smooth non-
trivial solutions it is always possible to add noise explicitly to the map t or approximate
the noise by an appropriate Markov-chain. For rectangular tilings we use a square diusion
matrix D with
Dij 
$'&'%
1 ni if i  j
 if j is neighbor of i
0 otherwise
(3.35)
where nij is the number of neighbors of the tile i and add noise by matrix multiplication
P ;t  DP t D. For this reason we drop the superscript .
We now search for two indicator vectors x P t1; 1uN , y P t1; 1uM that minimize the
material transport
M  1
2
N;M¸
i;j1
iP

t;ij pxi  yjq2 (3.36)
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for a given initial material density  P RN  . Rewriting this equation and using the trans-
ported density  : P t yields
M  1
2
pxDx|   yDy|  2xDP t yq : (3.37)
Again, we use a relaxation to approximate this NP-hard problem and allow real-valued
vectors x P RN ;y P RM while adding the conditions
x    y    0 (3.38)
kxk 
a
xDx|  1 (3.39)
kyk 
a
yDy|  1 : (3.40)
This yields the optimization problem
argmin
x;y | xy0

1 xDP

t y
|
kxkkyk


 argmax
x;y | xy0
xDP

t y
|
kxkkyk : (3.41)
We replace DP

t with its time-reversed counterpart P

t
|D and realize that we can simply
replace y  xP ;t |, the maximizing value of y depending on x. This yields
argmax
x;y | xy0
xDP

t y
|
kxkkyk  argmaxx | x0
xP t |DP t x|
kxkkxP ;t |k
 argmax
x | x0
kxP ;t |k
kxk
 argmax
x | x0
xP t |DP t x|
xDx|
 argmax
x | x0
xDP

t P

t x
|
xDx|
:
(3.42)
We then dene
P t  P t P t (3.43)
which is the transition probability matrix that approximates the transport properties of
the map dened by ;t : p;t q1  ;t . And since  P t   we can bring the result of
Eq. (3.42) in the form of Eq. (3.24):
argmax
x | x0
xD P

t x
|
xDx|
 argmin
x | x0

1 xD P

t x
|
xDx|


(3.44)
 argmin
x | x0
xpD  12rD P t  P t |Dsqx|
xDx|
(3.45)
 argmin
x | x0
xLx|
xDx|
(3.46)
Hence, in order to nd a coherent pair A;B we search for AIS of the map ;t . Following
the thresholding procedure of Sec. 3.4 yields a real-valued indicator vector x, a threshold
#x and a thresholded indicator vector x. The real-valued indicator vector in Y is given by
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y  xDP t D1 . The partitioning in Y should be computed by thresholding under the
condition that the masses of the resulting sets are as similar as possible, i.e.
#y  argmin
#
|
N¸
i1
ipxi  #xq 
M¸
j1
jpyj  #q| : (3.47)
In general, evaluating the transport properties of a single time direction results in dier-
ent solutions depending on which time-direction is chosen. The time-centralized approach
presented in the next section results in time symmetric solutions which are usually more
desirable.
The authors of [25] explain that the boundaries of coherent pairs for single time direc-
tions align along stable and unstable manifolds. Boundaries in the past (t1  t for future
and t  t1   for past transport) align preferentially along stable manifolds while bound-
aries in the future (t  t1    for future and t  t1 for past transport) align along unstable
manifolds.
The reason for this is diusion. In general, the discussed approach seeks to nd a
partitioning of a domain in two minimally mixing sets. If the evaluated map is invertible,
the only source of mixing is the introduced diusion. Hence, the approach will result in
sets whose boundary is small at the beginning and the end of the time interval.
Empirically, we found that in oceanographically relevant scenarios the choice of the time
direction often leads to dierent solutions around hyperbolic xed points. In the simple
stationary toy model of Sec. 2.2.2 material that converges to the hyperbolic xed point
has an increased aliation with the mass across the separatrix. Thus, laments that get
close to the boundary of the AIS may be classied as parts of the AIS. A rather undesired
outcome.
3.5.2 Coherent pairs as triples
The approach presented in the previous chapter yields result that signicantly depend on
the time direction. In oceanography however, coherent oceanic structures are understood
as physical objects. Thus, their boundaries should not change if the arrow of time is
reversed. We here present the solution to this problem as discussed in [25].
Dependencies on the time direction can be avoided by averaging the eects of future
and past transport. For this reason, we consider the maps  t and 

t of transport into
the future and past. Naturally, we have to partition the source domain X and both target
domains Y   and Y  as described in Eq. (3.34). Then we compute transition probability
matrices intro the future and past P t and P

t , dene indicator vectors x P t1; 1uN ,
y  P t1; 1uM  and y P t1; 1uM and focus on minimizing the material ux
M  1
4

N:M¸
i;j1
iP

t;ij pxi  yj q2  
N:M ¸
i;j1
iP
 
t;ij pxi  y j q2

: (3.48)
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All the arguments from the previous section apply, so that we can dene an time-centralized
transfer probability matrix
P t  12

~P t   ~Pt
	
 1
2
 
P t P
 
t   Pt Pt

; (3.49)
dene real-valued indicator vectors x P RN , y  P RM  and y P RM and nd solutions
for the optimization problem
x  argmax
x0
xD P

t x
|
xDx
(3.50)
like explained in teh previous section. Real-valued indicator vectors for the tiling of Y 
and Y   are given by
y   xDP t D1  and (3.51)
y  xDP t D1 : (3.52)
Thresholding these indicator vectors as proposed in in Sec. 3.5.1 results in a triplet of
coherent sets.
3.6 Spectral Clustering
The basic transfer operator approach is only able to partition domains into two regions
of minimal mass exchange. But how do we separate the domain correctly if the domain
consists of more than two weakly communicating regions? This problem is especially
important in oceanographic problems since coherent eddy cores are usually surrounded by
many smaller non-communicating laments.
The literature shows two established solutions to this problem. First, it is possible to
simply apply the transfer operator approach multiple times to further partition already
found weakly-communicating sets [50]. This results in so-called relatively coherent sets
and generates a hierarchy of weakly-communicating structures. The second option is to
compute multiple eigenvectors and use spectral clustering [47].
While the rst approach returns indeed valuable results that help to understand the
ow-structure of a map it suers from two major disadvantages for oceanographic applica-
tions: Cuts may generate unconnected regions and the stopping criterion is an arbitrarily
chosen threshold of coherence. If a wrong threshold is chosen the number of generated
coherent sets is either to small or to large.
Of course, spectral clustering also has disadvantages (see below) but it appears to
be more popular and more practical which is why we will discuss the approach in more
detail in this section. Both spectral clustering and the underlying k-means clustering are
established methods for graph partitioning and general clustering. For details we refer to
text-books. Here, we will only cover the basic idea in order to form the ground for our
subsequent critic.
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In the sections above, we demonstrated that the optimal cut of an undirected graph can
be well approximated with the help of the eigenvector to the second smallest eigenvalue
of the graph Laplacian L (see Eq. (3.24)). But what about all the other eigenvectors with
small eigenvalues? These orthogonal vectors carry independent information about dierent
cuts in the domain. Spectral clustering uses this additional information and searches for
clusters using k-means clustering.
First, we compute the smallest eigenvalues of the matrix L and search for a signicant
jump in the spectrum. Since eigenvectors with larger eigenvalues do not correspond to
coherent sets, the approach uses only the eigenvectors z1; : : : ;zn that correspond to the
n smallest eigenvalues before the occurence of this jump. We deliberately do not use
the invariant density that is an eigenvector to the eigenvalue of   0 since it holds no
information with respect to cuts and almost invariant sets. Each eigenvector corresponds
to a dierent cut so that n eigenvectors correspond to a minimum of n  1 dierent sets.
In the next step, the approach orders the N tiles in a n-dimensional space according
to the entries of the eigenvectors. The position of the ith tile is given by pz1i; z2i; : : : ; zniq.
Afterwards, we employ a k-means algorithm to search for n clusters (see [47] for details).
Thus, each tile gets one of n labels and belongs to one of n weakly communicating sets.
3.7 Critique and Discussion
Before we discuss the introduced modications in the next chapter, we need to discuss why
these modications are necessary.
The major advantage of TOA is by far its universality. Since only the most basic
assumptions are made (the existence of a measure , a non-singular map , . . . ) it can be
applied to practically any relevant system. Time-dependent and stationary, stochastic and
deterministic, area-preserving and deterministic { using the transfer operator approach
we can in principle always search for almost-invariant and coherent structures. This is
especially useful for applications in oceanography since real data is noisy, has defects and
rarely fullls requirements perfectly. In addition, its results are invariant under changes
into rotating and moving reference frames (i.e. it is objective in the sense of [5]) since
it only depends on an appropriate partitioning and particle trajectories. Moreover, we
will see that prior information can be easily incorporated by modications of its central
mathematical object, a graph of intuitive transfer probabilities. Thus, its universality and
its accessibility make the TOA a valuable and versatile approach for the identication of
weakly communicating structures.
However, this universality also yields disadvantages when the method is applied to
oceanographic velocity elds.
First, the TOA does not provide a denition of coherence based on local ow properties
(e.g., ow geometry). Instead coherence is dened with respect to the overall dynamics
within a specic domain. Thus, local coherence depends on a global criterion. While
this is one of the reasons for its universality, the lack of a local criterion may result in
counterintuitive results or results that are sensitive to changes of the investigated domain.
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Secondly, the estimation of the Frobenius-Perron operator P is computationally costly.
The Ulam-Galerkin method uses NP particle integrations per cell while other less general
methods (i.e. Lagrangian descriptors) only need one particle per pixel. Also, since the
length of laments typically grows exponentially due to chaotic advection, NP has to be
increased drastically for larger integration times  in order to guarantee a good estimation
of the transfer probability matrix P . Thus, it is favorable to keep the integration time as
small as possible.
Thirdly, the basic TOA only investigates coherence between two or three time points
while the history of particles in-between these points in time is disregarded.
The second and the third point together raise the question how TOA can provide an
analysis of coherent structures over longer integration times. In Sec.5.2 we discuss this
question in more detail.
Moreover, the inference of multiple coherent sets by spectral clustering has two major
disadvantages: First, a gap in the spectrum may not be detectable so that the number of
clusters or coherent sets can not be inferred correctly. However, most clustering algorithms
(k-means clustering, fuzzy c-means clustering) need this information. Consequently, spec-
tral clustering may require human intervention to evaluate the results and to test a range of
plausible numbers of clusters. Secondly, clustering algorithms are a form of unsupervised
machine learning, depend non-trivially on non-physical meta-parameters and are subject
to randomness. For this reason, we propose that clustering should be avoided if possible.
A solution for this problem with regard to coherent eddy cores is presented in Sec. 4 and
Sec. 5.1.
Also, separating the domain into two sets of minimal inter-set mass exchange using
the basic transfer operator approach may result in instabilities when the domain contains
multiple equally coherent structures. In this case two eigenvectors of P and thus two
indicator vectors should have an almost identical eigenvalue. Thus, it may depend sensi-
tively on the choice of the domain, the partitioning and/or the ow properties which of the
two solutions is chosen as the optimal result. In applications, this instability is basically
perceived as randomness and undesirable in automated settings. Thus, it is favorable to
reduce the number of coherent sets within the domain. For this purpose, we will present
mixing boundary conditions in Sec. 4 and Sec. 5.1.
And lastly, coastal boundary uxes may prove to be challenging. In oceanographic
applications, the ow across the coastline can be treated in two dierent ways: It is either
possible to implement reecting boundaries to keep tracer particles in the ow or it is
possible to simply stop their integration. The later approach is much simpler but poses
general diculties for the transfer operator approach since it may generate mass sinks
which render the transfer probability matrix reducible. We will discuss and treat this
phenomenon in Sec. 5.3.
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Transfer Operator Approach II:
Mixing Boundary Conditions in
Stationary Flows
Like discussed in Sec. 3.7, the TOA has diculties with the identication of a specic
coherent structure when the domain in question contains multiple coherent sets.
If one attempts to separate the domain in two weakly communicating sets as proposed
in Sec. 3.4 the result may be any combination of the dierent sets. In principle, a cut will
be chosen that minimizes the inter-set boundary. Simply choosing another indicator to a
slightly larger eigenvalue does not resolve the problem because there is no guarantee that
any indicator vector contains all the necessary information about the correct cut. The
results may even be unstable, switching from one indicator vector to another seemingly at
random when slight changes are made to the partitioning, the domain choice or the ow.
Spectral clustering, a technique that combines information from dierent indicator
vectors (see Sec. 3.6 ) may stabilize the results but is also problematic in automated setups
where human intervention is not desirable.
This poses a challenge for the detection of transport boundaries around coherent eddy
cores which are usually surrounded by many non-communicating laments. In addition,
circular cuts have a relatively long boundary which makes the inference of typically circular
coherent structures rather unlikely. Longer integration times may resolve this problem in
some cases when surrounding laments start to mix but this also requires signicantly
more computational resources (see Sec. 3.7).
For the detection of coherent eddy cores we here propose to incorporate prior knowledge
to solve this dilemma. Instead of searching for the number of optimal cuts and the correct
classication of domain tiles into many dierent coherent sets, we propose to eectively
reduce the number of coherent sets by coupling laments over the boundary.
In this section, we will present our approach for stationary and periodically perturbed
velocity elds with open boundaries and show that it is able to infer the boundaries of the
central coherent structure in a robust fashion.
The ndings of this chapter were published in [71].
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4.1 Overview
We here present an approach that contains relevant modications of existing transfer op-
erator methods [6, 49, 69, 72] and aims to nd connected elliptic eddy-like AIS in open,
stationary ows.
Let  : R2  RÑ R2 be a stationary and volume preserving ow in two dimensions and
let   : R2 Ñ R2 and  : R2 Ñ R2 be discrete representations of its transport over an
integration time  into the future and the past. Then, our approach consists of four steps:
i We identify domains X  R2 that potentially contain an AIS S using an appropriate
proxy.
ii Next, we partition the domain X in N subsets or tiles Ai like discussed in Sec. 3.4.
Based on this partitioning, we compute a transfer probability matrix P that reects
joint transport processes of   and  using intersections of transported polygon
contours. The usage of polygon contours enables the modication of the transfer prob-
ability matrix P by adding an articial subset, the external tile, which serves as a source
for all incoming and as a target of all outgoing material. This closes the transport cycle,
renders the matrix P row-stochastic and connects all laments surrounding the eddy
core.
iii Based on the modied transfer probability matrix and the mass distribution in the
domain, we compute the indicator vector that minimizes the inter-set mass transport.
iv We then threshold this real-valued indicator vector at dierent values to get candidate
regions for the inner coherent set and choose the set with the largest single set coherence
ratio. This set approximates the largest AIS in the domain.
We name the boundary conditions in this approach mixing boundary conditions since
material that is transported across the domain boundaries is mixed and reintroduced into
the ow.
Just like other approaches [4, 6] our method relies on a proxy to determine regions of
interest. In general, any measure can be chosen as a proxy as long as the region marked for
further investigation contains maximally one coherent structure. Here, we use the Okubo-
Weiss criterion [34] Q to determine approximate positions of potential AIS because this
measure is established and easy to compute (see Sec. 2.1.1).
The Eulerian criterion is neither able to reliably reconstruct the boundaries of elliptic
CS in time-dependent velocity elds which are of Lagrangian nature, nor is it able to
reconstruct the boundaries of AIS in stationary velocity elds as displayed in a simple
counter-example (see Fig. 2.2).
The rst point explains the relatively high false positive rate of this criterion if non-
autonomous oceanic ows are considered: Localized rotational motion leads to localized
negative patches in the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q of non-stationary velocity elds, but if
the rotational motion does not persist, there was never an eddy to begin with.
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When using the Okubo-Weiss criterion to search for AIS in stationary ows, the measure
again generates false positives since rotating but moving sets are not almost-invariant.
Below, we show that our approach can detect and reject such false positives in later
steps of the method's analysis pipeline. Hence a higher false positive rate does not pose
problems for our approach. However, considering a proxy with high false negative rate
would not allow us to detect all coherent structures.
4.2 Estimation of Transfer Probability Matrices P
For this specic approach, we can not use the standard Ulam-Galerkin method to approx-
imate the transport characteristics of the ow and use contour advection instead.
Since two-dimensional uid ows are continuous and orientation preserving, uid ele-
ments contained in a larger Lagrangian volume will not leave its boundaries under time
evolution. Hence, the transport of particles in a volume may be approximated by the trans-
port of the volume's boundary. For this purpose, we approximate the boundary of each
tile Ai by a polygon Ai and advect the vertices of the polygon to transport the boundary.
Transfer probabilities into the future are then computed using polygon intersections
P ij  AreapAi X p
  q1pAjqq
AreapAiq (4.1)
where the intersection of two polygons yields another (possibly empty) set of polygons.
The transfer probability matrix P for the map  into the past is dened analogously.
The rst to our knowledge that used contour advection in a more sophisticated fashion
were Waugh et al. [73]. The approach has the advantage that less test particles have
to be released in order to accurately approximate the transfer between tiles for short and
intermediate times scales { with the downside that the computation of polygon intersections
needs more computational resources than the counting of tracer hits.
However, the reason why we use contour advection lies in its ability to accurately
estimate the amount of uid volume that is transported into a target set Ai from sources
outside the domain X. By subtracting the polygon of the source domain X from the
polygon of the transported target tile p q1pAiq we nd the polygon
A i  p  q1pAiq  X (4.2)
that represents the subset A i  p q1pAiq that is not hit by any material of X that
is transported into the future. The polygons Ai for transport into the past are dened
analogously.
Using this additional information we introduce mixing boundary conditions in the next
section.
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4.3 Mixing Boundary Conditions
Generally, the candidate region X will be subject to material ow across its boundary.
Material will come into the domain X and leave the domain X. Ignoring either, incoming
or outgoing volume, like in the previous section, would destroy mass conservation and
thus results in non-stochastic transfer operators P  and P. Here, we introduce mixing
boundary conditions to close the transport cycle.
For this purpose, we introduce an additional virtual tile AN 1 that represents the
outside. This tile is the target of everything that leaves the domain and the source of
everything that enters the domain. This way, the transport cycle is closed, no material is
lost and stochasticity is restored (see Fig. 4.1). For future transport, the probabilities to
enter and to leave the domain are given by
P N 1;j 
Areap A j q
Areap°Ni1 A i q and (4.3)
P i;N 1 
Area pAi  p  q1pX qq
AreapAiq (4.4)
with A j as dened in (4.2). In order to couple laments as strongly as possible we choose
P N 1;N 1  0 : (4.5)
Stochasticity of P is restored in the same manner.
The introduction of mixing boundary conditions also aects the initial material density
1 P RN  since a new entry in the vector  P RN 1  is required. Since the ow  is stationary
and volume preserving the total material in the domain X does not change. Thus, we
choose
i 
$&%
1
i i   N   1
N°
i1
1iPi;N 1 i  N   1
: (4.6)
This way, the mass that enters the domain equals the mass that leaves the domain. The
necessary density modications are the same for future and past transport.
Now, in order to increase the precision of our approach, we average the eects of
transport into the future and the past and dene the stochastic transfer probability matrix
P : 1
2
pP    Pq : (4.7)
The introduction of mixing boundary conditions is the key feature of the presented ap-
proach and has additional important consequences that we build upon. Most importantly,
assuming that only one AIS is contained in the domain X, the resulting Markov chain con-
tains eectively only two sets between which material transport can be minimized: The
inner eddy core and the outer embedding current. This way, we avoid the utilization of
clustering procedures
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a b
Figure 4.1 { Model, visual inspection and computation of the transfer prob-
ability matrix. Model with four Gaussian vortices, the angle relative to the boundary
is variable. (a) Okubo-Weiss criterion eld of model with distinct negative region in the
center. We choose the domain to cover this region (black mesh) and add an additional
virtual tile (symbolically shown in the upper right corner). (b) We integrate the grid
backwards in time and compute the transfer probability matrix P  by means of polygon
overlaps. This way, we can compute the incoming material (blue mesh) and the outgoing
material (orange polygons). The source of incoming and the target of outgoing volume
is the virtual tile.
4.4 Thresholding
In order to compute an estimate ~S of the largest AIS S  X we use the transfer probability
matrix P P RN 1N 1 and mass vector  P RN 1 of Sec. 4.3 and the approach discussed
in Sec. 3.4. This approach yields a real-valued indicator vector z. Since this indicator
vector is an eigenvector, its sign can be freely chosen. In the following, we choose the sign
of z such that the entry of the external tile zN 1 is always negative.
Similar to the basic transfer operator approach, we use a threshold # to obtain a binary
indicator vector z P t0; 1uN 1 whose positive entries yield an estimate
~S 
¤
i | zi1
Ai : (4.8)
Each threshold # results in a dierent estimate of the inner set S.
An eddy-like AIS contains a foliated hierarchy of AIS of the same kind. The largest
AIS has the smallest boundary to volume ratio so that the probability to stay in this set
is the largest. The probability to stay inside ~S is given by the single set coherence ratio
{pzq  zDP z
|
zDz|
(4.9)
and an optimal partitioning (i.e. the optimal threshold) is determined by maximizing {.
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As shown in Fig. 4.2a the entries of the indicator vector have unevenly distributed
values. Tiles that belong to the outer set have similar negative values while positive entries
cover a larger range of values. Hence, increasing the threshold linearly will not correctly
visualize the impact of a tile's aliation with the inner set on the single set coherence ratio
{. Instead, we use the sorted entries of the indicator vector ~zi1 themselves as thresholds
zi
1
i :
#
1 zi ¡ zi1
0 otherwise
(4.10)
and compute a corresponding sequence of coherence ratios
{i1 : {pzi1q : (4.11)
This sequence {i1 shows two distinct intervals (see Fig. 4.2b). First, the coherence
ratio starts at {i1  1, corresponding to the trivial solution z  1, and decreases until
a pronounced jump occurs at #1 when the outer set is closed . Hereafter, the coherence
ratio increases until a maximum is reached at #2 and drops again. The rst decrease is
related to the growth of the inter-set boundary and the jump occurs when the external tile
is associated with the outer set at #1 (see Fig. 4.2c). At this point, the separatrices begin
to inuence the mass transport and the coherence ratio increases until the set ~Si1 at 2
approximates the largest AIS (see Fig. 4.2d). Since the largest AIS is the most coherent
set, the coherence ratio decreases after this point.
Thus, to determine the largest AIS, we search for the maximum in the coherence ratio
sequence {i1 right after the sudden jump.
4.5 Results
We tested our approach on velocity elds generated by a stationary Gaussian blob model
(see Sec. 2.2.2).
The proposed approach returns plausible results in this setting (see Fig. 4.2). There,
we chose a centralized regular square grid with an overall edge length of a  1 separated
in 70  70  4900 tiles and added Nl  4 equidistant tracers on each grid edge. These
vertices were integrated for   0:2 using a standard Runga-Kutta 4 scheme with time
step of h  0:01. These are the considered standard parameters for all following tests and
only changed if explicitly mentioned.
4.5.1 Robustness with respect to parameters
First, we test the robustness of our approach with respect to changes of the domain geom-
etry relative to the model set up and with respect to changes in the integration time  .
Changing the angle relative to the domain does not change the quality of the recon-
struction. The coherence ratio { does not show any signicant qualitative changes (see
Fig. 4.3a-c).
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a b
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Figure 4.2 { Thresholding the Fiedler vector z to optimize the inner set ~Spq.
(a) Negative entries of the Fiedler vector z cluster while positive values span a larger
interval. (b) Coherence ratio { for the set ~Si1 that is computed by thresholding z at zi1 .
The curve shows a jump at #1 and a succeeding maximum at #2. (c) The partitioning for
#1 (white/blue area) just misses the separatrices (orange line) (d) while the partitioning
for #2 yields a clean separation of outer current and inner eddy at the separatrices and
thus reconstructs the largest AIS perfectly.
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Figure 4.3 { Robustness against rotations, zoom and shifts. (a) Rotations of
the model against the domain show the same qualitative picture for the coherence ratio
{. (b,c) For any angle, the inner set (blue area) is a good approximation for the area
enclosed in the separatrices (orange lines). (d) Increasing the domain size causes the
coherence ratio curve to show less pronounced jumps. The jump also shifts to higher
indices as the outer set grows. (e,f) Changes in the domain size have no signicant
eects on the reconstruction of the inner set. (g) Introducing an oset to the ow eld
does not result in qualitative change in the coherence ratio curve. (h,i) An oset does
not interfere with the identication of the boundaries of the largest AIS.
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a b c
Figure 4.4 { Robustness against changes of the integration time  .
(a) Increasing the integration time  results in more pronounced jumps and more pro-
nounced maxima in the coherence ratio curve. The position of the maximum does change
slightly. (b,c) The reconstruction of the separatrices is slightly eected by changes of
the integration time  . The longer the integration time becomes, the smaller the inner
set gets.
Increasing the domain size relative to the inner set results in less pronounced jumps
in the coherence ratio { that are shifted towards higher indices, since the number of tiles
located within the embedding ow increases. However, larger domain sizes still yield well
pronounced maxima in the coherence ratio and both, small and large domain sizes, yield a
good overall reconstruction of the largest AIS (see Fig. 4.3d-f). The size of the domain is
bounded from below by the size of the largest AIS and bounded from above by other AIS
that should never fully enter the domain.
Introducing a shift seems to aect the coherence ratio in a variety of ways but also
results in good approximations of the largest AIS as long as no other coherent structure
enters the focus of the domain (see Fig. 4.3). Here, we changed the edge length of the
domain to a  0:9 to be able to perform shifts without focusing the surrounding AIS.
Finally, changes to the integration time  aect both the coherence ratio curves as well
as the inferred structures (see Fig. 4.4).
Shorter integration times result in a reduced jump in the coherence ratio {, in a less
pronounced local maximum and lead to slightly larger inner sets. Longer integration times
result in a very pronounced jump in the coherence ratio curve and slightly smaller inner
sets. Thus, a larger exchange of mass over the external tile generally leads to a more
pronounced jump in the coherence ratio curve. Decreasing the integration time reduces
the mass transport generated by advection relative to the mass transport that is caused by
the numerical diusion inherent to the coarse grained Markov process. This explains, why
shorter integration times lead to less pronounced maxima in the coherence ratio curve which
make it harder to correctly estimate the largest AIS. In the case of longer integration times,
we conjecture that diculties in the correct estimation of the transfer probability matrix
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in the vicinity of the manifolds caused by strong stretching results in smaller estimates
of the inner set. However, short, intermediate and long integration times result in good
approximations of the largest AIS. In this case, the domain edge length was set to a  0:9
and we chose to add Nl  8 vertices on each grid edge to account for the increased polygon
deformation caused by longer integration times.
4.5.2 Comparison and alternatives
In order to verify the performance of our approach, we investigate the clustering of Fiedler
vector entries z using k-means clustering as discussed in Sec. 3.6. We nd that this
approach does usually not return the maximal AIS but smaller inner sets depending on
the integration time  (see Fig. 4.5a/d). However, clustering in two sets yields reasonable
results.
In addition, we compare our approach to a the standard TOA of Sec. 3.5.1. This
approach is designed to detect CS in time-dependent and stationary open ows. Hence,
we understand the existing AIS as a non-propagating CS. We also try thresholding and
clustering for this approach. Since we can not nd any spectral gap but know that the
domain is separated in one AIS (the inner set) and six laments (the embedding ow) by
the separatrices we choose to search for seven clusters.
Our results show, that the standard approach nds reasonable CS. Yet, for short in-
tegration times the returned CS are trivial or random due to boundary minimization and
none of the returned sets corresponds to the maximal AIS (see Fig. 4.5b/c). Also, for
long integration times, the standard TOA rather focuses on laments of the embedding
ow than on the central AIS (see Fig. 4.5e). Searching for coherent pairs in combination
with clustering only yields acceptable results (see Fig. 4.5f) for long integration times .
However, the reader should keep in mind that no spectral gap was found and the optimal
number of clusters, necessary for FSM clustering, could not be determined by the approach
itself. Other reasonable numbers of clusters, e.g., four which corresponds to the number of
unstable manifolds that leave the domain, perform signicantly worse.
Thus, neither alternative is able to approximate the separatrices well in the given set-up
(see Fig. 4.5). In both cases, one might conjecture that the integration time  P r0:05; 0:8s
is simply not large enough to identify the given AIS properly.
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Figure 4.5 { Comparison to Alternative Transfer Operator Approaches.
(a/d) k-means clustering of Fiedler vector entries in two clusters persistently under-
estimates the extent of the largest AIS. (b/e) Employing the technique proposed in
Sec. 3.5.1 results in an unfavorable partitioning. (c) This approach in combination
with k-means clustering returns more or less random sets for short integration times.
(f) Longer integration times yield reasonable results if the correct number of clusters
(here seven) is given as additional information. All plots show the partitioning in the
source domain.
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4.5.3 Handling of false positives
Since we rely on a proxy to determine the domain of interest, we have to investigate what
happens in case of a false positive detection of a potential AIS. For this reason, we treat
a ow with no AIS that nonetheless contains a region of negative Okubo-Weiss criterion
(see Fig. 4.6a). Fluid volumes in this region experience rotational motion only for a short
time but move and are thus by denition no AIS. The set up consists of four Gaussian
blob vortices at positions
x1  p0; 0:5q x2  p0:5; 0q (4.12)
x3  p0:5; 0:5q x4  p1; 0:8q ; (4.13)
standard deviations of   0:05 and magnitudes
 1  2  2  1 (4.14)
 3  0:5  4  1:2 : (4.15)
We choose a square domain with origin at x  p0:3; 0:3q and an edge length of a  0:4 (see
Fig. 4.6a). The grid of 50  50  2500 tiles is integrated for   0:2.
The returned sets after the jump all have very low coherence ratio { which is only
natural since no AIS is present (see Fig. 4.6b). Also, in this case, the partitioning that
corresponds to the local maximum consists of multiple noisy patches and can thus be
rejected as AIS since an AIS is a connected volume. The detection of multiple structures
contracts the fundamental assumption that only one AIS is contained in the domain.
This exemplies that the value of the coherence ratio at its nontrivial maximum is an
indicator of the non-existence of an AIS and can be used for an automated search for AIS.
4.5.4 Periodically perturbed ow
Finally, we test whether our approach nds the largest AIS in a periodically perturbed
ow. For this purpose, we make use of the periodically perturbed Gaussian blob model
introduced in Sec. 2.2.3.
The boundaries of the largest AIS change because of the perturbation since the former
separatrices become permeable. The new AIS is given by the largest KAM torus. For
verication purposes, we identify this torus by injecting tracer particles orthogonal to
its presumed boundary and integrate these particles for NKAM " 1 periods. If a tracer
is transported across the hyperbolic xed point in this time, it can not lie within the
boundaries of the largest KAM torus. However, if it does not cross the xed point in this
time, we say the reverse is true. The later is only an approximation for NKAM   8 but will
suce for our purposes if the number of integrated perturbation periods NKAM is large.
Based on these considerations, we employ a bisection scheme to approximate the largest
KAM torus.
In the following, we x the perturbation strength   4 and the perturbation period
T  0:2. We solve the dierential equation using a standard Runga-Kutta-4 integration
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a b c
Figure 4.6 { Rejection of Potential False Positives. (a) A false positive eddy
returned by the Okubo-Weiss criterion. The region within the green contour exhibits
negative Q due to shear. The considered domain of interest is displayed in black. (b)
The coherence ratio of any partitioning following the jump is very small even at the local
maximum (dashed line) and (c) the partitioning corresponding this maximum consists
of multiple patches. The false positive can thus be rejected.
scheme with time step h  0:002. In order to nd the largest KAM torus of this set up,
we integrate test tracers for a time of NKAM  2000 periods and identify tracers in the
chaotic area by checking if their euclidean distance to the origin exceeds a value of r  0:4
and thus if the particle starts a trajectory around one of the other vortices.
Now, we employ our extended transfer operator approach to extract the largest AIS.
We choose a square domain with origin x  p0:48; 0:45q and an edge length of a  0:9
which we partition in N  100 100 tiles. In addition, we add Nl  20 equidistant tracers
along each grid edge to describe the tiles as polygons.
For an integration time of   2 T our approach yields good estimates of the largest
KAM torus (see Fig. 4.7a/b). Dierences between the estimated inner set and the bound-
aries of the approximated largest KAM torus are small (see Fig. 4.7b) and test tracers
released at tile centers stay coherent under integration (Fig. 4.7c). Neither do they mix
with the embedding ow nor do they generate laments under integration for at least 16
periods, a multiple of the approach's observation horizon. Visual analysis conrms that
the area occupied by these tracers does not change so that the inner set depicts a real AIS.
However, we have found that some integration times  may yield sub-optimal results
(see Fig. 4.7d/e). If the integration time  is too small (see Fig. 4.7d) not enough infor-
mation is provided to accurately approximate the transport properties around the largest
KAM torus since stickiness causes nearby trajectories to detach very slowly. Hence, even
though the largest KAM torus is not well approximated, the estimated inner set is still
almost invariant for many periods. This eect is reduced by increasing either the integra-
tion time or the grid resolution. For suciently large integration time  the size of the
largest AIS may also be underestimated (see Fig. 4.7e) because the largest AIS contains a
foliated hierarchy of smaller AIS with a similar coherence ratio. This hierarchy results in
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Figure 4.7 { Periodically Perturbed Flow. (a) The estimated largest AIS (blue
area) for an integration time of   2 T approximates the estimated KAM torus (orange
dots) well. Dashed gray lines: Former separatrices, light orange: trajectory close to but
outside estimated KAM torus. (b) Detail of Fig. 4.7a. (c) Particles released within the
inner set (dark orange dots) and particles released outside inner set (gray dots) do not
mix over 16 perturbation periods T . (d) Due to the stickiness of the largest KAM torus,
the estimated AIS for an integration time of   1 T is larger than the estimated KAM
torus. (e) The approach nds not the largest but another valid AIS for an integration
time of   4 T . (f) The coherence ratio curves for dierent integration times reveal
a plateau (between gray vertical lines) that yields AIS with similar coherence ratio but
dierent size. Vertical lines: indices of maximal coherence ratio for   2 T (left) and
  4 T (right).
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a plateau in the coherence ratio curve (see Fig. 4.7f) such that the actual largest AIS may
not be obtained by thresholding the Fiedler vector at the entry with maximal coherence
ratio, but at an entry in the vicinity of this maximum. Still, even though the close-up in
Fig. 4.7e shows discrepancies between the largest KAM torus and the estimated largest
AIS, dierences are small compared to the size of the set. Also, the returned inner set is
still an AIS.
In general, we observed that the reconstruction of the largest AIS is improved by
increasing integration time, grid resolution and perturbation strength. The latter increases
the impact and facilitates the detection of transport across the former separatrices.
4.6 Closing Remark
We proposed a new extension for the TOA that improves the boundary detection of con-
nected AIS in open ows.
The presented approach makes use of two types of prior knowledge. First, it employs
a proxy to focus on potential domains of interest. Secondly and more importantly, it
incorporates knowledge about the spatial structure of eddy-like AIS by enforcing the parti-
tioning in an inner eddy core and an outer embedding ow. This is achieved by introducing
mixing boundary conditions: By closing the mass transport cycle over an external tile the
transport processes around the inner eddy core are coupled. Under the condition that the
domain holds only one AIS, this promotes a dominant transfer barrier separating the inner
core and the outer ow that can be inferred using TOA tools. We used a stationary veloc-
ity eld to show that our approach robustly approximates the separatrices that surround
eddy-like AIS under rotations (see Fig. 4.3a), shifts (see Fig. 4.3b), changes of the domain
size (see Fig. 4.3c) and under changes of the integration time (see Fig. 4.4). In general,
the boundary detection works best, if the considered domain is as small as possible and
the integration time is large enough to capture the mass transport of the ow adequately.
Yet, the boundaries of the largest AIS are suciently approximated for a wide range of
integration times and domain sizes.
We showed that the maximization of the coherence ratio { results in sharper and more
accurate boundaries than the widely applied k-means clustering (see Fig. 4.5a/d). Also, the
established TOA without mixing boundary conditions does not yield the boundaries of the
central AIS (see Fig. 4.5b/e). Using k-means clustering of dominant Fiedler vector entries
returned by this approach instead of thresholding resulted in reasonable approximations of
the central AIS if the integration time was chosen large enough (see Fig. 4.5f). However,
the optimal number of clusters could not be extracted as no spectral gap was found and
had to be given as additional information, information that our approach does not need.
We tested our approach on a periodically perturbed ow to verify that non-stationary
ows are in principle tractable. Our approach proved to return reasonable approximations
of largest AIS given by the largest KAM torus depending on the integration time (see
Fig. 4.7a-c). Short integration times led to overestimation of the largest AIS since trajec-
tories diverge very slowly in the vicinity of the largest KAM torus (see Fig. 4.7d). Still,
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the inferred inner set remained coherent for a long time compared to the given observation
horizon. In addition, we found that longer integration times may lead to underestimation
of the largest AIS since it contains a hierarchy of smaller AIS with similar coherence ratios
(see Fig. 4.7e). In general, longer integration times and higher resolution lead to better
results.
Thus, using specic prior knowledge about eddy-like coherent structures in 2D-uid
ows, we were able to improve the boundary detection of eddy-like AIS in open, stationary
ows. The presented approach has the additional advantage that the number of sets used
for the partitioning is by assumption two and thus does not have to be determined a
posteriori. This is an advantage compared to other more general TOA that do not focus
on the detection of eddy-like structures and use clustering ideas. For these methods, the
inference of the correct number of sets poses extra challenges even if a proxy was utilized
to narrow down the domain of interest.
In the next section, we will introduce and test a similar but less complicated idea for
non-periodic time-dependent ows.
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Transfer operator approach III:
Analysis of Oceanic Transport
In the previous chapter, we demonstrated that the ability of the TOA to detect the bound-
aries of single eddy-like coherent structures in stationary ows can be signicantly im-
proved using mixing boundary conditions. Here, we discuss mixed boundary conditions
for time-dependent ows and use this and further modications to infer the boundaries of
time-consistent coherent sets in real oceanic ows. The improvements presented in this
chapter are mostly motivated by challenges that arose when treating real oceanic velocity
elds.
The presented improvements were applied in [74] to study possible relationships between
CS in the Baltic Sea and algae production.
5.1 Mixing Boundary Conditions: Time-Dependent
Flows
We have seen in the previous section that mixing boundary conditions improve the detec-
tion of almost-invariant sets (AIS) in stationary and periodically perturbed ows. In this
section, we use the concept of mixing boundary conditions to facilitate the detection of
elliptic coherent structures (CS) in time-dependent ows.
We discuss the approach (see Sec. 5.1.1), study its performance in stationary and
time-dependent velocity elds and provide a comparison with alternative methods (see
Sec. 5.1.2).
The presented results show that the introduction of mixing boundary conditions is
again a powerful option to improve the identication of transfer boundaries.
5.1.1 Method
The introduction of mixing boundary conditions presented in Sec. 4 proved to facilitate the
identication of transport barriers and AIS in stationary and periodically perturbed ows.
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Unfortunately, the approach can not straightforwardly be used to improve the identication
of CS in time-dependent velocity elds.
Since the target domain is identical to the source domain in stationary and periodic
ows, mixing boundary conditions are able to close the transport cycle across the domain
boundaries in a non-trivial way. However, in time-dependent ows source and target
domain are not identical. Thus, using the same approach in a time-centralized fashion
would necessitate the specication of three domains instead of one: The source domain Xt
at time t, and two target domains for transport into the future Y  t and into the past Y

t .
If material is transported across the boundary of these domains, we could again introduce
a virtual external tile as its target. However, in this case, it is not guaranteed that all
laments or even any material is transported across the boundaries of the target domains
Y  t and Y

t . Thus, this approach is much more sensitive to the domain choice than in
the stationary case to the degree that is becomes unpractical for automated applications.
For this reason, we present a dierent solution that does not require the specications of
explicit target domains but instead denes target domains by mapping the source domain
just as in Sec. 3.5.2.
Let  : R2  R  R Ñ R2 be a time dependent ow and let  t and t be discrete
maps that reect the transport of phi from time t into the future at time t    and into
the past at time t  .
Then, like in Sec. 4, the presented approach has again four steps:
i We identify a domain Xt at time t that potentially holds exactly one CS by means of
a suitable proxy.
ii We discretize the domain of interest and its target domains
Xt 
N¤
i1
Ai 
 
t pXtq  Y  t 
M ¤
i1
B i 

t pXtq  Y t 
M¤
i1
Bi (5.1)
by disjoint tiles Ai, B
 
i , B

i and approximate the transport properties of the ow  for
an integration time  by a time-centralized Markov-matrix P t .
iii We introduce mixing boundary conditions to modify P t in order to obtain a new
Markov-matrix ~P t and use this matrix to compute a real-valued indicator vector z

t .
iv By thresholding zt we approximate a partitioning that maximizes the coherence ratio
c of Eq. (3.15).
All but step ii and iii are the same as in Sec. 4.
For reasons of readability, we will drop the subscript t and superscript  for the rest
of this section. It should be obvious that the time t and the integration time  have to be
chosen in advance and stay constant during the computation.
Since there are no clear benets for the use of polygon advection to approximate the
transport properties of the ow, we simply use the standard Ulam approximation for step ii
(see Sec. 3.1).
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We approximate transport properties in both time-directions to obtain two transfer
probability matrices P and P . Using the approach discussed in Sec. 3.5.2, we compute a
time-centralized Markov-chain P (see Fig. 5.1) depending on the initial mass distribution .
Now, for step iii, we modify this Markov-chain to reect mixing boundary conditions.
For this purpose, we dene a boundary region
B 
¤
iPJ
Ai : (5.2)
We require that tiles in the boundary are not part of the CS but rather part of the laments
surrounding it. For a square or rectangular tiling the set of outermost tiles is a natural
choice for the boundary B.
Now, we merge all tiles contained in the boundary Ai  B into one virtual tile A and
modify the transfer probability matrix P and the initial mass distribution  accordingly.
This couples all surrounding laments while leaving the structure of material transport
inside the unmodied domain (see Fig. 5.1b). For simplicity, let I  t1; : : : ; N  nu and
J  tN  n   1; : : : ; Nu be the indices of tiles outside and inside the boundary B and let
  N  n   1 be the index of the new virtual tile. Then the new transfer probability
matrix P P R  is given by
Pij  Pij ; Pj 
°
iPJ
i Pij°
iPJ
i
; (5.3)
Pi 
¸
jPJ
Pij ; P 
°
iPJ
i Pij°
iPJ
i
(5.4)
and the new mass vector yields
i  i ;  
¸
iPJ
i : (5.5)
Similar to the approach in Sec. 4, the coupling of all laments promotes the separation
into an inner CS and the embedding ow and eectively enforces the inference of circular
structures.
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Figure 5.1 { Computation of the modied transfer probability matrix ~P for
time-dependent ows. (a) We use Ulam's method to approximate the transfer
properties of the ow  in both time-directions by Markov-chains P  and P, compute
their time-reversed counterparts P  and P for an initial mass density  and generate
a time-centralized transfer probability matrix P as described in Sec. 3.5.2. (b) Merg-
ing the boundary B into a virtual tile A results in the Markov-chain P and the mass
distribution .
5.1.2 Results
Stationary Gaussian Blob Model
We test this approach using the stationary Gaussian blob model of Sec. 2.2.2 and the
Bickley-jet presented in Sec. 2.2.4. In both cases, we use the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q (see
Sec. 2.1.1) to identify rectangular domains of interest X and merge the outermost tiles into
a single boundary tile.
Like in the previous section, we use the stationary Gaussian blob model to compare the
CS returned by the presented method with the ground truth given by the area enclosed in
the separatrices. This large connected invariant set is a good approximation for the AIS
that is generated when diusion is introduced. Here, we understand this AIS as a CS in a
stationary velocity eld.
We use the same domain as depicted in Sec. 4.5 and Fig. 4.1, construct the modied
transfer probability matrix P as described above and compute real-valued indicator vectors
z that we threshold such that the resulting binary vector maximizes a coherence ratio.
We start by comparing results for dierent integration times  (see. Fig. 5.2) and
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investigate how the results change if we use the single set coherence ratio { (see Eq. (3.32))
instead of the the standard joint coherence ratio c (see Eq. (3.15)).
It is shown that an increase of the integration time  generally improves the results for
the standard coherence ratio c (see Fig. 5.2). We can clearly see that the entries of the
indicator vector become more and more discriminative with increasing integration time  .
The indicator vector entries for tiles that do not belong to the CS become more and more
similar while a noticeable kink is formed. (see Fig. 5.2a).
When plotting the coherence ratio c against the index i1 of the sorted indicator vector
that is used as a threshold we observe a similar behavior (see Fig. 5.2b). We are able
to discern three regions separated by two signicant features in each curve. The rst
feature is a sudden increase in the coherence ratio at small thresholds that corresponds
to the correct classication of the external tile. The position of this jump shifts towards
larger thresholds if the integration time is increased. After this jump the coherence ratio
rst decreases as regions around the stable and unstable manifolds are classied as parts
of the embedding ow and increases again when the actual CS is approximated. If the
threshold is increased even further, the coherence ratio shows a plateau which is generated
by a foliated hierarchy of CS. And eventually, the coherence ratio decreases independent
of the integration time since the size of the estimated CS decreases and diusion naturally
increases the probability of relative inter-set communication. The index i1 that is used as
threshold determines the number of tiles classied as part of the inner set given by N  i1.
The quality of the separatrix reconstruction shows three stages (see Fig. 5.3c):
i For small integration times diusion dominates the particle transport such that the
shape of the separatrices that are formed by advection are not visible. The impact
of advection and thus the visibility of the separatrices increases steadily with increas-
ing integration time (  0:05; 0:25; 0:75). Reducing the diusion by increasing the
resolution would increase the relative impact of advection and increase the methods
accuracy.
ii Since the stationary model contains a hierarchy of CS with almost identical coherence
ratio, it becomes dicult to identify the largest CS correctly for intermediate integra-
tion times. Even though the inferred inner set is a CS it might not be the largest one
(  1:25; 2).
iii For large integration times a signicant maximum forms that clearly corresponds to
the largest CS depicted by the area within the separatrices (  3).
Thus, the CS estimate does not necessarily grow monotonously with the integration
time  due to the mentioned plateau.
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c
a b
Figure 5.2 { Impact of integration time  on the thresholding process.
(a) Sorted indicator vector entries. For larger integration times entries of tiles ali-
ated with the embedding ow become more and more similar so that a visible kink forms
that separates the inner CS from the outer embedding ow. (b) Joint coherence ratio c
depending on the sorted indicator vector entry as threshold. The correct classication of
the external tile is visible as a sudden increase, the hierarchy of CS is visible as a plateau.
Dashed vertical lines indicate thresholds with maximal coherence ratio. (c) Partition-
ing (blue area) of maxima in (b) and separatrices (dashed orange lines). Increasing 
improves the reconstruction of the separatrices but generates ambiguities for larger  .
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a b
c
Figure 5.3 { Utilization of the single set coherence ratio { can improve the
identication of the largest CS. (a) Sorted indicator vector entries for various inte-
gration times  like in Fig. 5.2. (b) Coherence ratio curves for { and dierent  . Values
for thresholds #   z are set to zero. Positions of the maxima are marked by dashed
blue lines. (c) Partitions generated by the maxima in (b) (blue areas) and separatrices
(orange lines). The reconstruction of separatrices is improved for intermediate and large
 .
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We here compare results obtained by using the standard joint coherence ratio c (see
Eq. (3.15)) to search for CS with results obtained by employing the single set coherence
ratio { (see Eq. (4.9)). While the joint coherence ratio c depicts the average of the proba-
bilities to remain within the CS and not enter and the CS, the single set coherence ration {
denotes only the probability to remain in the set. For this comparison, we set all coherence
ratios { for thresholds # that are smaller than the indicator vector entry z to zero since
we know that tiles whose entry is smaller than z can not be part of the CS.
It is shown that using the single set coherence ratio { instead of the standard coherence
ratio c has two major eects (see Fig. 5.3a). First, for smaller thresholds, the coherence
ratio { is a lot larger than the joint coherence ratio c. Since the probability to remain
within the domain of interest X is {  1, the corresponding threshold maximizes { if
coherence values are not explicitly set to zero. Secondly, the plateau that corresponds to
the hierarchy of CS with similar coherence ratio is now slightly tilted so that it creates a
single distinct maximum. This is explained by the increased impact of the size of the CS
estimate. It is simply less probable to leave larger sets of similar coherence. When using
the joint coherence ratio c these eects of are balanced by size eects of the set representing
the ambient ow.
We observe that for integration times  that are too small to capture transport eects
of the CS boundary, the indicator vector entry z of the external tile is chosen as a
threshold (see Fig. 5.3b/c for   0:05 and   0:25). These faulty estimates can be easily
rejected. For larger integration times, the size of the estimated CS and the quality of the
reconstruction increases monotonously with  (see Fig. 5.3b/c for larger ). Thus, the
utilization of the single set coherence ratio { can remove ambiguities for larger integration
times  .
We compare the presented approach, i.e. a time-centralized transfer operator approach
with mixing boundary conditions, with the basic single time-direction transfer operator ap-
proach (see Sec. 3.5.1) and the time-centralized transfer operator approach (see Sec. 3.5.2)
both without mixing boundary conditions (see Fig. 5.4). We consider thresholding such
that the standard coherence ratio c is maximized and spectral clustering as methods to
generate the nal partitioning.
In general, mixing boundary conditions show good results regardless of which method
is used to determine the optimal threshold (see Fig. 5.4a/d). However, the partition gen-
erated by spectral clustering underestimates the actual optimal partitioning more than
thresholding does. Here, we only used the rst indicator vector and decided to search for
two clusters since the number of CS is two by construction and thus known in advance.
Using the single time-direction TOA or the standard time-centralized TOA reveals
many of the problems we discussed in Sec. 3.7. When using thresholds both approaches
rather focus on laments than on the central CS (see Fig. 5.4b/c). Clustering does help
a little (see Fig. 5.4e/f). However, single time-direction TOA produces an non-symmetric
shape that is denitely not coherent independent of the time-direction. The standard
time-centralized TOA produces a more accurate result that is however not better than the
result generated by the much simpler introduction of mixing boundary conditions. Here,
we did not search for a spectral gap to determine the best number of clusters but simply
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computed partitions for dierent cluster numbers and show the result that performs the
best.
a b c
d e f
Figure 5.4 { Comparison of mixing boundary conditions in the case of time-
dependent ows with alternative TOAs. We show the partition (blue) generated
by dierent TOAs for an integration time of   1:25 and the separatrices (dashed
orange lines) enclosing the largest CS/AIS. (a/d) Time-centralized approach with mixing
boundary conditions, (b/e) standard TOA using a single time-direction, (c/f) standard
time-centralized TOA using thresholding (a/b/c) and clustering (d/e/f). The most
stable results are generated if mixing boundary conditions are introduced.
Bickley-Jet
We also test the proposed approach using the Bickley-jet (see Sec. 2.2.4), a time-dependent
velocity eld and toy model that idealizes the dynamics around an atmospheric jet. We
again study the impact of dierent integration times and compare the results to established
alternatives.
In order to determine the domain, we consult the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q and make a
reasonable guess (see Fig. 5.5). The domain should contain some parts of the neighboring
vortices to avoid underestimating the extent of the CS. We choose a horizontal rectangle
with center xc  p3:5; 1:5q 103km, a width of 8  103km and a height of 5  103km.
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Figure 5.5 { Okubo-Weiss eld of the Bickley-jet model. We chose the initial
domain (solid black line) on the basis of the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q (heat map). The
dashed black line indicates the Q  0 isocline.
Figure 5.6 { The introduction of mixing boundary conditions results in good
estimates of the largest CS. Comparing the partitions (blue) for dierent integration
times  . While smaller integration times generate rather circular structures, intermediate
and long integration times result in less circular structures with similar features.
Then, we apply the presented approach using dierent integration times while choosing
a threshold such that the standard joint coherence ratio c is maximized (see Fig. 5.6).
Similar to the stationary case above (see Fig. 5.2c), the partitioning for small integration
times  appears rather circular (  0:5; 2:5 days) while details are more pronounced for
larger  . For intermediate and long integration times however, the shape converges and
appears less circular (  5; 10; 15; 20 days).
In order to evaluate the quality of the partitioning, we study the behavior of tracer
particles (see Fig. 5.7). It is shown that the partitioning found for   5 days is coherent
for more than t  20 days, i.e. for four times the observation horizon. In addition, parts
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of the material surrounding the partition creates laments under advection such that the
largest CS can not be much larger than the estimated CS.
It should be noted that the boundary of the estimated CS do not follow the isoclines
of the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q which shows again that Q alone can not infer the CS.
Figure 5.7 { Particle integration reveals correctness of CS estimates. Injecting
particles in the ow reveals that the partitioning for   5 days of Fig. 5.6 does not
generate laments for at least t  20 days while the surrounding material (gray) and the
material near the partition boundary (orange) do. Since not all orange tracers produce
laments, we suspect that the largest CS is slightly larger than the blue estimate.
However, when comparing the approach to established methods it becomes clear that
the a time-centralized approach in combination with mixing boundary conditions oers
many advantages (see Fig. 5.8). We x an integration time of   5 days and again
compare the approach to single time-direction TOA and time-centralized TOA without
mixing boundary conditions. The direct comparison shows that TOA without mixing
boundary conditions tend to focus on laments and need clustering techniques to yield at
least reasonable results while the presented approach yields good results in every scenario
(see Fig. 5.8a-f). When looking at the FTLE-elds that were computed using the same
integration time   5 days, we notice slight ridges around the identied CS. These ridges,
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however, are not very pronounced (see Fig. 5.8g). The corresponding LAVD eld shows
rather pronounced dierences depending on which time-direction is chosen for its compu-
tation (see Fig. 5.8h/i). Interestingly, each time-direction features an LAVD-isocline that
is tangential to at least half of the CS boundary.
Compared to the established methods, the presented approach yields stable and accu-
rate results.
a b c
d e f
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Figure 5.8 { Comparing dierent methods to estimate the CS in the Bickley-
jet toy model. We study the domain depicted in Fig. 5.5 and use an integration time
of   5 days to compare dierent methods. (a/d) Time-centralized TOA with mixing
boundary conditions, (b/e) single time-direction TOA and (c/f) time-centralized TOA
whiteout mixing boundary conditions, (a-c) thresholding on the basis of the standard co-
herence ratio c and (d-f) k-means clustering with the best visual results. (g) The FTLE-
eld (background) shows faint ridges at the boundary of (a) (dashed line). (h/i) Isoclines
in the LAVD eld for future and past transport also show partial congruence with the
boundary of (a) (dashed line).
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5.2 Temporal consistency
Due to chaotic advection it is inevitable that coherent structures have a nite life-time in
turbulent ows. We here propose a modied TOA to identify the boundaries of a coherent
structure, here given by coherent sets (CS), that maximize temporal consistency.
There are two dierent established methods to track the development of a coherent
volume and trace the changes of its boundary.
First, it is possible to compute the boundary of a coherent volume once for one point
in time and generate future and past instances of its boundary simply by advection. This
has the advantage that the material inside the computed boundary is always the same.
However, if the complete time window under investigation cannot be utilized as an obser-
vation horizon to nd this boundary, for instance, because the computational resources are
limited, it is not unlikely that the computed boundary will generate laments and lose its
coherence shortly after the observation horizon. And if the complete time window can be
used, it is often not the full history of trajectories that is considered in the computation
of coherent volumes but only snapshots at the ends of the time interval. TOA, for exam-
ple, computes CS only between two (single time-direction TOA) or three (time-centralized
TOA) time points.
It is also possible to compute the boundary of a coherent volume at each point of the
structures life-time (e.g., [6, 39]). Then, these boundaries do not necessarily describe the
same uid volume. There are multiple arguments for the usage of this approach. For
instance, the computational eort to compute a coherent structures for the complete time
window could simply be too large. Also, coherent structures could be understood not as
a coherent mass of uid but rather as a moving area of increased nite-time coherence,
similar to the concept of a wave. This view is justied if the time window is much larger
than the time scale of relevant coherence and hence, if we search for an accumulation of
mass at each point in time that remains coherent for much less than the complete time
window. However, computing individual instances may result in boundaries that change
erratically since adjacent time-points are not explicitly coupled.
We here propose a third way, a TOA that compromises between independent analysis
and temporal consistency for limited computational resources. We compute real-valued
indicator vectors for each point in time individually like in [6] but instead of thresholding
each solution independently we choose thresholds that maximize the coherence of the nal
result. This is achieved by coupling adjacent time-points explicitly. The approach is
particularly useful, if coherence is only relevant for time scale smaller than the investigated
time window.
5.2.1 Method
We propose the following scheme: Given a time window rt0; t0   T s, we rst identify a
sequence of domains pXtqTt0 that follows a potential CS. Here, for reasons of simplicity,
we measure the time t in discrete increments of  starting at t0. Like so many times
before, we use a simple proxy, for instance, the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q, to obtain this
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sequence. Then, we x an integration time  ¡  and use a TOA to obtain a real-
valued indicator vector zt for each point in time individually. Subsequently, we construct
a sequence of transfer probability matrices pP 1t qTt1 and pP 1 t qT1t0 that describe the mass
transport between adjacent time points pt   t0q and ppt  1q   t0q respectively (see
Fig. 5.9a). Afterwards, we use these next-neighbor transfer probability matrices to couple
adjacent time points and search for indicator vector thresholds that maximize the coherence
between all partitions.
a
b
Figure 5.9 { Coupling adjacent time points to improve time consistency.
(a) We compute a real-values indicator vector zt for each domain Xt individually and
generate next-neighbor transfer probability matrices P 1t to couple adjacent time points.
(b) Given a sequence of thresholds p#tqTt0 we compute next-neighbor coherence ratios
by comparing thresholded indicator vectors.
In order to couple adjacent time points, we transport real-valued indicator vectors zt
using the next-neighbor transfer probability matrices P 1 t , P
1
t to generate transported
indicator vectors
zt  ztDtP 1t D;1t (5.6)
where t is an initial mass distribution at time t and 

t : tP 1t is the transported mass
distribution at time t  1. Given a threshold #t, we are able to generate binary indicator
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vectors
zt;ip#tq : pzt;i  #tq (5.7)
#t p#tq : argmin
#
ztp#tq  t ¸
i
pzt;i  #qt;i
 (5.8)
zt;ip#tq : pzt;i  #t p#tqq (5.9)
and dene next-neighbor coherence ratios ct and c
 
t by
ct p#t; #t1q :
zt p#tqDt zt1p#t1q
zt p#tq  t (5.10)
where t : tP 1t are transported initial densities and Dx is a diagonal matrix with the
elements of x on its diagonal.
This of course necessitates modications of the dimensions of source domains Xt and
target domains Y t  pXt; t0   t;q so that all sums and matrix multiplications
are correct. These are trivial and left to the reader.
The next-neighbor coherence ratios ct depict the probability to start in the set at time t
given by ztp#tq and end up in the next (future or past) partition given by zt1p#t1q. Thus,
the average coherence ratios
c p#0; : : : ; #T q :

T1¹
t0
c t p#t; #t 1q
T
(5.11)
cp#0; : : : ; #T q :

T¹
t1
ct p#t; #t1q
T
(5.12)
constitute the average probability to switch between two sets successfully in each time
direction.
Searching for thresholds to maximize the average coherence ratios cp#0; : : : ; #T q in the
correct way leads to the maximization of temporal consistency. Maximizing c  without
considering c and any further assumptions leads for instance to CS that focus on consistent
transport into the future and will most probability generate structures that grow in time.
If we instead try to maximize the total average coherence ratio
c  c
    c
2
; (5.13)
we will search for structures that balance the consistency in both time directions. However,
both expressions cp#0; : : : ; #T q depend non-dierentiabily on the sequence of thresholds
p#tqTt0 which makes the search for reasonable thresholds a dicult and non-trivial task.
We here propose two possible ways to search for appropriate thresholds:
i Optimization with constant mass and
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ii Optimization with consistent next-neighbor coherence ratios.
The rst option is also the simplest. If we want to search for coherent masses and the
velocity eld is divergence free, we can assume that the set we are searching for does not
change its volume
mt  t  ztp#tq  m : (5.14)
Then, we can nd a reasonable sequence of thresholds p#tqTt0 by searching for the mass m
that maximizes the total average coherence ratio c. Since the massmt changes monotonously
with the threshold #t, xing the mass m yields a x threshold #t at each point in time.
This way, we reduce a non-trivial high-dimensional optimization over p#tqTt0 to a simple
line search over m.
For velocity elds with non-zero divergence this approach results in biased next-neighbor
coherence ratios (see Fig. 5.10): If we assume constant masses in the presence of negative
divergence, the contraction of volumes will increase the next-neighbor coherence ratio into
the future c t and decrease the next-neighbor coherence ratio into the past c

t 1. Thus, fu-
ture coherence ratios will be systematically larger than past coherence ratios. The reverse
is true for positive divergence.
Figure 5.10 { Constant masses mt  pStq lead to a persistent bias in next-
neighbor coherence ratios in the presence of divergence. Constructing partitions
pStqTt0 with constant mass pStq  m for all t in the presence of negative divergence
leads to a future next-neighbor coherence ratio c t that is persistently larger than the
past next-neighbor coherence ratio ct 1. In this extreme example c
 
t  1 ¡ ct 1.
Our second optimization scheme uses this eect to nd reasonable thresholds. We
propose to search for thresholds such that the next-neighbor coherence ratios c t and c

t 1
are as similar as possible for adjacent time-points. If the transported mass is the same,
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coherence ratios should be dominated by diusive eects. Moreover, if changes to the
boundary length of the structure are small between adjacent time-points, changes in the
diusive eects are negligible and thus c t  ct 1.
We propose a greedy optimization scheme to reduce the multivariate optimization prob-
lem again to a line search. Given a threshold #t, we can compute the threshold #t 1 that
minimizes the dierences between the next-neighbor coherence ratios
#t 1  argmin
#
c t p#t; #q  ct 1p#t; #q : (5.15)
Thus, for each threshold #0 at t  0 we can generate the complete sequence p#qTt0 iterativly.
Now, we vary #0 and choose the sequence of thresholds that maximizes the total average
coherence ratio c.
5.2.2 Results
We test the optimization for xed mass m using the stationary Gaussian blob model (see
Sec. 2.2.2) and the Bickley-jet (see Sec. 2.2.4). Since both models are divergence free,
we expect the same results for the optimization scheme with consistent next-neighbor
coherence ratios.
Stationary Gaussian blob model
First, we test our approach using the stationary two-dimensional velocity eld generated
by the stationary Gaussian blob model (see Sec. 2.2.2). Since, in these ows, separatrices
form the natural barriers between CS of maximal size, we are able to investigate whether
and to which extent our approach is able to recover the ground truth in a simple scenario.
We already used this model to test dierent TOA methods in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 5.1.2.
In Sec. 4.5 we used mixing boundary conditions for stationary ows (see Fig. 4.2). Here
and in Sec. 5.1.2, we use mixing boundary conditions for time-dependent ows. Since
the approach is stationary, the major dierence between the analysis in this section and
the analysis presented in Sec. 5.1.2 is that the thresholds for the indicator vectors zt are
determined using the next-neighbor transfer probability matrices P 1 for a much shorter
integration times  .
Even though the model is given analytically, we here want to simulate the application
to real velocity elds by working with gridded velocity elds. Hence, we generate a data
set of the velocity eld in the quadratic domain conned by the vertices x  p2;2q with
a spatial resolution of x  y  0:016. Even though the model is stationary, we need a
temporal resolution to treat the model as a real data set. For this purpose, we choose a
time step of t  0:02. For the numeric integration of the velocity eld, we use the minimal
time step of the data set h  0:02.
For the domains of interest Xt, we choose squares with edge length l  0:84 around the
origin which we partition into N  7056 square tiles with edge lengths x  y  0:01
(see Fig. 5.11a). The domain is the same for all t since the model is stationary. The
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integration time is set to   0:9. We now use a time-centralized TOA with mixing
boundary conditions (see Sec. 5.1) to compute real-valued indicator vectors z0  z1 .
Now, we set the coupling time to   t  0:02 and compute next-neighbor transfer
probability matrices P 0 and P

1 . Since the velocity eld is stationary, a time series of two
steps is enough to investigate the behavior of next-neighbor coherence ratios.
The relevant next-neighbor coherence ratios c 0 ; c

1 are computed for M  500 dierent
masses between zero and the full domain mass (see Fig. 5.11b). Both coherence ratios rst
increase strongly with mass m and display a noisy plateau for intermediate masses before
decreasing rapidly . This is the expected behavior for stationary ows in which CS exhibit
a foliated hierarchy of coherent structures: Each orbit around the central elliptic xed
point connes a CS. Since all coherent sets are in principle equivalent and dierences in
the coherence ratio are only caused by the placement and resolution of the tiled covering,
the averaged coherences rarely exhibit a distinct maximum. We encountered this behavior
in Sec. 4.5 and Sec. 5.1.2.
In order to decide which mass to choose to determine the thresholds #0  #1, we smooth
the total averaged coherence ratio c using a standard Savitzky-Golay lter of third order
with a window size of 21 steps. The (smoothed) total average coherence ratio c shows
a clear unimodal structure with a distinct maximum suitable for threshold selection (see
Fig. 5.11b).
This threshold yields a partitioning that well approximates the triangular region en-
closed in the separatrices except in the corners (see Fig. 5.11c). The dierences between this
result and the result shown in Sec. 5.1.2 are negligible (compare Fig. 5.2c and Fig. 5.11c).
In general, the corners of this triangle are dicult to reconstruct properly because ad-
vection becomes weaker in the vicinity of the hyperbolic xed points and diusion becomes
the main driver of material transport. Since boundaries that cut the corner have a sig-
nicantly smaller arc length and thus result in less diusive transport, these boundaries
are preferred to the actual separatrices. Increasing the resolution decreases the eects of
numerical diusion and results in better resolved corners. However, since transfer operator
methods in Hamiltonian systems rely on numerical diusion, this eect always occurs. So
the aim can never be to precisely infer the separatrices but to approximate the boundaries
of the volume they contain in such a way that it stays coherent under advection with the
ow.
The found region indeed describes a CS since test tracers released in the recovered
eddy core do not leave the inner set for 249 integration steps, more than ve times the
observation horizon of the analysis of each individual time step.
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a b c
Figure 5.11 { Temporally consistent CS in a stationary ow. (a) Velocity eld
of ow with Okubo-Weiss criterion in the background. White: Separatrices. Black:
Domain choice. (b) Average future c  (blue) and past c (orange) coherence ratios
display a rather noisy signal. Smoothing the total mean coherence ratio c (gray) results
in a curve with a distinct maximum (black vertical line). (c) The partitioning dened by
the mass of this maximum results in a good approximation of the inner set (blue area)
that lls the separatrices. Tracers (dark orange) cross the boundary only at the edges of
the estimated CS due to the chosen resolution.
Bickley-Jet
Here, we study the results of our approach using a time-dependent Bickley jet ow (see
Sec. 2.2.4).
Again, in order to simulate a real-world application, we use the analytic model to
generate a gridded data set of velocity elds. We choose a spatial resolution of x  y 
80 km and a temporal resolution of t  1
4
h. The generated data set has a length of
10 days. We choose a time step of h  t  1
4
h for the numeric integration and interpolate
linearly in space.
First, we compute the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q to determine a suitable initial domain
of interest X0 (see Fig. 5.12a). Since we know that vortices in this model travel with
constant velocity, we simplify the domain selection process and move the initial domain
X0 with a constant velocity of vx  105 km/h along the x-axis while keeping the y-position
xed to create domains Xt for all other times. We set the time interval between adjacent
time steps to   1 h and generate a sequence of 144 domains spanning a time period of
6 days. Each domain is partitioned into square tiles with a side length of x  y  80 km
resulting in N  5625 tiles. To generate the sequence of real-valued indicator vectors zt ,
we choose an integration time of   2 days and use a time-centralized TOA with mixing
boundary conditions (see Sec. 5.1).
Subsequently, we compute the sequence of next-neighbor transfer probability matrices
P t and P
 
t to couple adjacent points in time. Using the presented approach, we generate
future and past next-time coherence ratios c t and c

t for 6 days and M  500 masses (see
Fig. 5.12b for c t as a reference). While small masses apparently result in an inconsistent
ickering of the coherence ratio sequence, larger masses are consistently less coherent than
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sets of intermediate size. This is reected in the average future and past coherence ratios c 
and c which each exhibit a distinct maximum for intermediate masses m (see Fig. 5.12c).
Using the maximum of the total averaged coherence ratio c as a threshold to determine
the best partitioning results in reasonable structures (see Fig. 5.12d). We use test particles
to test the coherence of the generated partitions. Most particles stay inside the structure,
i.e. in all inferred eddy cores. And not all test particles that leave the structure at some
point do generate laments; many remain in the vicinity of the uncovered eddy core. Thus,
the inferred structures are not absolutely coherent over the complete time interval of six
days. This is to be expected since we did explicitly not search for a CS in the time interval
of six days but for temporally consistent sets that are coherent in the time interval of
  2 days which can be signicantly larger. Parts of the leakage might thus be explained
by ghosting, i.e. trajectories in the vicinity of the actual eddy boundaries that diverge
too slowly to be detected within the considered observation horizon of   2 days. We
have already seen in Sec. 5.1.2 that   2 days is not be enough to resolve the actual CS
(compare Fig. 5.6).
5.3 Treatment of Coastal Eects
Coastal boundaries in real data sets pose additional challenges for the transfer operator
approach (TOA). We propose reliable techniques to enable an automated analysis in the
presence of coastal boundaries.
In real data sets with coastal boundaries there are essentially two problems: First, the
choice of the domain can lead to a simple separation of the domain into or more non-
communicating parts which in return results in reducible transfer probability matrices (see
Fig. 5.13a: region (A)). And secondly, real data sets usually allow for transport across
coastal boundaries which may result in material sinks in regions with no velocity data (see
Fig. 5.13a: region (B)). There are essentially two solutions to this problem: It is either
possible to implement reecting boundaries that make the transport across the boundary
impossible all together or simply ignore all material that is gets washed ashore. Here, for
reasons of simplicity, we would like to utilize the second approach This, however, may also
result in non-communicating domain parts.
We here propose a simple two step solution to meet these challenges for TOA. For a
given domain X and a tiling Ai  X, we rst ignore the percentage of mass in each tile Ai
that is washed ashore. Thus, we have to make the following adjustments to the considered
initial mass density
i  pAiq  # tracers not washed ashore
# tracers released inside Ai
: (5.16)
This way, however, the mass density  depends on the ow . Thus, in general, we obtain
two dierent mass vectors  for transport into the future and transport into the past
which poses a problem for time-centralized TOA.
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Figure 5.12 { Analysis results for the Bickley jet. (a) Velocity eld of the model
with Okubo-Weiss eld Q in the background. A minimum of Q is tracked and surrounded
by a domain of interest X (black). (b) Future next-time coherence ratio c t for the
complete analysis of six days for 50 of 500 masses. Small masses result in inconsistent
ickering and large masses are less coherent than intermediate masses. (c) Average
future and past coherent ratios c ; c and total averaged coherence ratio c dependent on
the mass m. The gure shows a distinct maximum. (d) Returned boundary estimates
of the coherent volume (black) and considered domain of interest Xt at three dierent
times (blue). Comparison of integrated particles that are contained in the structure at
all times (orange) and those that leave the structure at least once at dierent time (blue,
orange, green dots). Only a few particles leave the structure and form laments.
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We here argue, that oceanic coherent structures should only include uid volumes that
remain in the ocean for the considered time window. Thus, for time-centralized approaches
it is justied to consider the distribution of mass  that remains in the ow during transport
into the future and the past. This distribution is given by
i  minpi ;  i q : (5.17)
For single time-direction TOA the already modied  is a valid choice.
Using this approach the domain could be separated into non-communicating regions
by two boundaries: the coastline itself and a region of missing mass (see Fig. 5.13b). We
now generate transfer operators P  and/or P in dependence of which TOA is used and
compute the necessary operators PP;.
These operators might be reducible. Hence, the graph dened by tiles and inter-tile
transfer-probabilities might consist of multiple strongly connected components. Yet, if the
domain is chosen correctly, the part of the domain that contains the CS should be the
largest of these non-communicating structures. Thus, we modify the Markov-chain such
that we focus our eorts only on the largest strongly connected component (LSCC).
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Figure 5.13 { Boundaries in real data sets pose an additional challenge for
TOA. (a) Coastlines can isolate domain parts (A) or cause material to be washed ashore
(B) such that (b) the domain is separated in multiple non-communicating regions. (c) If
mixing boundaries are used this may lead to an articial recoupling and interfere with the
analysis. Understanding the Makrov-chain as a graph, we propose to focus the analysis at
the largest strongly connected component (region II) that is connected to the boundary
(orange).
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5.4 Application to Baltic velocity elds
In this section, we use the presented modications of Sec. 5.1, Sec. 5.2 and Sec. 5.3 to
analyze coherent transport of eight eddies in the Baltic Sea. The presented analysis is part
of an interdisciplinary study that aimed to investigate the eects of coherent transport on
algae growth [74].
In general, algae production is aected by mesoscale structures in the ow in various
subtle ways. Eddies, fronts and jets are responsible for the generation of variability and la-
mentation of plankton patches on smaller scales [20,75] and appear to have a strong impact
on large scale plankton distributions presumably due to the formation of uiddynamical
biological niches [18].
Eddies, or more precisely their coherent core, constitute one such potential niche. These
structures trap a rotating uid volume and are even able to actively change the biogeo-
chemical conditions for algae growth inside their boundaries by generating vertical cur-
rents [21, 29, 76]. In this regard, studies of toy models have shown that the restriction of
upwelling to the vicinity of eddy centers may result in overall reduced algae production [19]
and entrainment of nutrients may result in a conned bloom inside an eddy [77]. However,
the process has never been studied in real oceanic velocity elds mostly because detailed
algae population data is dicult to obtain.
We here use the presented modications to infer the boundaries of structures that are
maximally coherent for a time interval of   36h and follow these boundaries for 4
to 9 days. The value for  was chosen as a trade-o between the needed computational
resources (longer integration times demand more tracer particles to estimate the transfer
operator) and the utilization of the data set (longer integration times result in larger cut
os at the beginning and the end). Also, and most importantly, the intrinsic time scale
of plankton growth is one or two days [78] and by choosing the time scale of coherence
in the same order of magnitude we are able to study the eects of relevant coherence on
algae population dynamics. The uncovered boundaries are thus not necessarily material
boundaries but rather depict a moving and changing area of mass which is coherent for
36h.
The data that was used in the presented analysis was generated by the coastal ocean
model GETM (General Estuarine Transport Model) [79, 80] of the Western Baltic Sea
and models a realistic nutrient cycle and the algae population dynamic in addition to
the oceanic velocity elds. The studied area has a horizontal spatial resolution of x 
y  1{3 nautical miles (approx. 600m). 50 terrain-following adaptive layers focused
towards stratication were used for the vertical resolution. In a post processing step the
terrain-following coordinates were interpolated to an equidistant vertical spacing of 1m
and averaged over the upper 10m of the water column to produce a quasi two-dimensional
eld. The velocity elds are part of a multidecadal simulation and cover the timespan
March 2010 to October 2010. The temporal resolution of the velocity elds is t  1h.
More details of the coupled setup of GETM can be found in [39, 74, 81] where the data
set was originally used. For all numerical integrations, we set the integration time step to
h  1{8h and interpolate linearly in time and space.
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5.4.1 Method
The approach employs a time-centralized TOA scheme and incorporates all modications
presented in the preceding sections to compute temporally consistent boundaries for co-
herent structures.
First, we use a Lagrangian descriptor, the MV-tool (see Sec. 2.1.3 and [39] for more
details), to identify all eddies with a lifetime longer than 100 h that travel more than 8 km
(see [74] for details). From this eddy data set, we select eight test eddies by hand for
detailed analysis.
The MV-tool itself has three major disadvantages. First, as most Lagrangian descriptor,
the MV-tool is non-objective in the sense of [5], i.e., it is non-invariant under changes into
rotating reference frames. Even though experiences with the MV-tool in geophysical ow
elds are positive, it is not impossible that using it might lead to surprising mistakes Sec-
ondly, the approach does not maximize coherence explicitly but rather returns a geometric
proxy for regions of qualitatively dierent dynamics. There is no compelling mathematical
connection between the results of the MV-tool and coherence. And lastly, the approach
computes eddy boundaries for each time-step independently using a sliding time window
and has no means of coupling adjacent time-steps. Consequently, the sequence of bound-
aries changes discontinuously and has a few gaps. Hence, we use the MV-tool only as a
proxy to estimate the domain of interest.
In all cases the sequence of domains of interest Xt is generated automatically on the
basis of the polygon sequence returned by MV since the sheer amount of data renders
manual selection impractical (circa 250 time steps per eddy). For this purpose, we rst
analyze the distribution of polygon areas provided by the proxy and select an appropriate
area value for all domains of interest. Under the assumption that the mass of the coherent
eddy core does not change, the domain of interest should be larger than the size of the
eddy core. However, choosing an area value that is too large might incorporate additional
coherent volumes like slowly mixing laments and other eddy cores that interfere with the
analysis. Hence, an appropriate area value is much larger than the average polygon area
but smaller than any unreasonable outlier. Next, we nd the centroid of each polygon
and its longitudinal and latitudinal proportions. The domain of interest at each point in
time is then chosen to be a rectangle with the determined centroid, area and proportions.
This method of automatic domain selection compensates occasional rapid changes of MV.
However, also non-rectangular, automated domain selection methods are conceivable. In
any case, minor changes in the geometry or the placement of the domain should have no
signicant impact on the analysis.
For all tilings, we set the tile size to x  y  0:002 which results in a varying
number of tiles for each eddy. We already mentioned that the integration time for the
computation of transfer operators Pt is set to   36 h. We treat the coastline as explained
in Sec. 5.3. We then use mixing boundary conditions to focus on circular structures. For
this purpose, we merge the outermost tiles in each rectangular tiling and compute real-
valued indicator vectors at each point in time (see Sec. 5.1).
In order to generate temporal consistency, we couple adjacent time steps (see Sec. 5.2).
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In most cases this implies that the integration time  1 for the next-neighbor transfer oper-
ator P 1t is  1  1h. However, the data set of MV proxies has gaps so that in order to close
these gaps the integration time may vary , i.e.  1  1; 2; 3 h.
We assume constant mass m for the partition at each point in time, compute next-
neighbor coherence ratios c  and c for dierent masses and inspect the generated time
series visually. We realize that the time series of next-neighbor coherence ratios for many
eddies is interrupted by spikes of low coherence (e.g., see Fig. 5.14b). Thus one or multiple
assumptions are not fullled in the considered time window, e.g, the assumption of correct
domain selection and the assumption of a mostly divergence free velocity eld.
For example, if just one domain is chosen incorrectly, the resulting indicator vector at
this point in time does not match with the rest of the results and creates a leak in the
chain of next-neighbor transports. This in turn creates a sudden drop in the next-neighbor
coherence ratio. The same is true if the eddy becomes incoherent because of external
inuences. Conversely, if all assumptions hold and the eddy shows persistent coherence
during a time interval, the next-neighbor coherence ratio ct will permanently show a high
value and thus indicate the plausibility of the returned results. Moreover, like discussed
above, if the velocity eld is not divergence free, future and past next-neighbor coherence
ratios will exhibit a measurable asymmetry for positive divergence.
In general, the coherence ratios ct for constant mass m give insights into the develop-
ment of the coherent water mass and helps to check the plausibility of the assumptions
that form the basis of the optimization. More practically, it helps to nd the intervals in
which structures are coherent. Thus, for each eddy we visually choose time intervals of
persistent next-neighbor coherence ratios ct which can be used for further analysis.
For some eddies we nd such an asymmetry between future and past coherence ratios
ct which indicates divergence during the analysis. For these eddies we redo the analysis
using the optimization routine that focuses on consistent next-neighbor coherence.
5.4.2 Results
We here discuss the results obtained using the proposed analysis scheme and show gures
for each eddy.
Eddy E1 originated in March 2010 at the cost of Rugen (see Fig. 5.14a). The time series
of future next-neighbor coherence ratios shows that the formation of the eddy involves a
turbulent incoherent phase. It reveals a mixing event roughly six days after its formation
(see Fig. 5.14a). Trajectories of tracer particles reveal that the eddy undergoes rapid
stretching while gaining a diagonal orientation. Due to its elongated shape and its diagonal
position the polygon returned by the MV-tool is not fully covered by the constructed domain
of interest. This renders a correct estimation of coherent structure dicult. However, an
extremely elongation shape is an indicator of lament generation and mixing and thus
involves the loss of coherence. We thus believe that the eddy loses its coherence after
six days. In any case, we only consider the time interval between formation and sudden
stretching for further analysis. By averaging the next-neighbor coherences in this time
window we gain the averaged coherence ratios c and c  which show a clear unimodal
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behavior (see Fig. 5.14c). The plot also shows that the future averaged coherence ratio is
always larger than the past averaged coherence ratio. This asymmetry indicates negative
divergence caused by downwelling and thus the eective contraction of surface volume.
We choose the maximum of the total average coherence ratio to determine the best
thresholds for the real-valued indicator vectors. This results in a sequence of boundaries
for the estimated coherent structure.
We then inject tracers into the ow to investigate which particles stay within the inferred
structures for the complete time interval (see Fig. 5.14d) Their trajectories conrm the
contraction of the transported mass since the volume occupied by the advected tracers
decreases over time. For this very reason almost all the initial material is transported
within the inferred boundaries.
a
b c
d
Figure 5.14 { Results for Eddy E1 (March 2010). (a) Domains (black) and
MV-proxy (orange) during the eddy trajectory. (b) Future next-neighbor coherence ratio
c t for dierent masses m. After six days the used approach becomes invalid presumably
because the eddy loses its coherence in a stretching event. (c) Averaged coherence ratios
show a clear unimodal structure and a signicant asymmetry. (d) Tracer particles inside
the boundary at t  0 that stay within subsequent boundaries (orange) and those that
leave the boundaries at least once (blue). Almost all mass stays within the inferred
boundaries. The contraction of the volume is clearly visible.
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Eddy E2 emerges one month later in April 2010 at the coast of Rugen (see Fig. 5.15a).
The next-neighbor coherence ratios of this eddy do not show any pronounced inconsistencies
during its complete life-time of 10 days (see Fig. 5.15b). The averaged coherence ratios
c  and c again reveal clear unimodal curves that we can use to determine a reasonable
partitioning (see Fig. 5.15c). However, the persistent signicant dierences between the
future and the past average coherence ratio c  and c again indicate the contraction of
transported material. Again, almost all the material injected at t  0 remains in all
structures during the investigated time window (see Fig. 5.15d). The volume occupied of
the transported particles decreases signicantly over time like predicted by the averaged
coherence videos.
a
b c
d
Figure 5.15 { Results for Eddy E2 (April 2010) (a) Domains (black) and
MV-proxy (orange) during the eddies life time. (b) Future next-neighbor coherence
ratio c t for dierent masses. No signicant spikes of low coherence occur. (c) Averaged
coherence ratios c  and c show unimodal curves and a consistently lower c than c .
Total average coherence ratio shows a unimodel curve that can be used to choose the
correct partitioning thresholds. (d) Tracer particles inside the boundary at t  0 that
stay within subsequent boundaries (orange) and those that leave the boundaries at least
once (blue). Almost all mass stays within the inferred boundaries. The contraction of
the volume is clearly visible.
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Starting also at the coast of Rugen, Eddy E3 emerges in May 2010 (see Fig. 5.16a). Even
though the MV-tool tracks this eddy for more than 14 days, the next-neighbor coherence
ratios reveal that the eddy shows signicant coherence only for six days (see Fig. 5.16b).
Erratic uctuations of the MV-proxy after six days may also indicate increased lamenta-
tion which would explain the intermittent behavior of the next-neighbor coherence ratio
time-series. Averaging over the shown time window reveals unimodal curves that are suit-
able to extract a reasonable set of thresholds for the partitioning (see Fig. 5.16c). Like
in the previous examples, the dierences in averaged coherence ratios indicate a negative
divergence and thus a contraction of the transported volume. Almost all initial mass stays
within the inferred boundaries.
a
b c
d
Figure 5.16 { Results for Eddy E3 (May 2010) (a) Domains (black) and MV-proxy
(orange) during the eddies life time. The size of the MV-proxy varies. (b) Future next-
neighbor coherence ratio c t for dierent masses. Coherence is lost after approximately six
days. (c) Averaged coherence ratios c  and c show unimodal curves and a consistently
lower c than c . Total average coherence ratio shows a global maximum that can
be used to choose the correct partitioning thresholds. (d) Tracer particles inside the
boundary at t  0 that stay within subsequent boundaries (orange) and those that leave
the boundaries at least once (blue). Almost all mass stays within the inferred boundaries.
The contraction of the volume is clearly visible.
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Eddy E4 origins at the coast of Bornholm in the end of July 2010 and drifts eastwards
(see Fig. 5.17a). The next-neighbor coherence ratios indicate that the eddy loses coher-
ence after four days (see Fig. 5.17b). Indeed, after four days the eddy undergoes strong
stretching and a clear rotational center vanishes. For this eddy, dierences between future
and past averaged coherence ratios are negligible (see Fig. 5.17c). We use the maximum
of the total averaged coherence ratio c to determine appropriate partitions. Like before,
we place test particles within the boundaries at t  0 and compute their trajectory (see
Fig. 5.17d). These tracers reveal that the transported material does not change its volume
and stays mostly within the inferred boundaries. Only a small part of the material that
leaves the boundaries at least once generated laments under advection.
a
b c
d
Figure 5.17 { Results of Eddy E4 (July/August 2010) (a) Domains (black) and
MV-proxy (orange) during the eddies life time. (b) Future next-neighbor coherence ratio
c t for dierent masses. Coherence is lost after approximately four days. (c) Averaged
coherence ratios c  and c show unimodal curves. (d) Tracer particles inside the bound-
ary at t  0 that stay within subsequent boundaries (orange) and those that leave the
boundaries at least once (blue). Almost all mass stays within the inferred boundaries
and only a small part generates laments.
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Eddy E5 emerges in August at the coast of Sweden (see Fig. 5.18a). After the formation
of the eddy, the next-neighbor coherence ratios remain consistent for almost six days after
which the coherence ratio suddenly decreases for small and large masses (see Fig. 5.18b).
The sudden drop marks a lamentation event { the eddy rotates slower and loses a sig-
nicant percentage of its mass. Analyzing the window between its formation until this
moment of instability results in the unimodal average coherence ratio curves without any
abnormal features (see Fig. 5.18c). Trajectories of tracers that describe the evolution of
the mass within the rst partition reveal that most mass remains within all partitions and
only a small proportion of the initial mass leaves the partitions to form a thin lament
9see Fig. 5.18d).
a
b c
d
Figure 5.18 { Results of Eddy E5 (August/September 2010) (a) Domains
(black) and MV-proxy (orange) during the eddies life time. (b) Future next-neighbor
coherence ratio c t for dierent masses. The coherence ratio drops suddenly after six
days for all masses. (c) Averaged coherence ratios c  and c show unimodal curves.
(d) Tracer particles inside the boundary at t  0 that stay within subsequent boundaries
(orange) and those that leave the boundaries at least once (blue). Almost all mass stays
within the inferred boundaries and only a small part generates laments.
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Eddy E6 emerges in September at the coast of Rugen and drifts eastwards (see Fig. 5.19a).
After its formation and until its dissipation, the next-neighbor coherence ratio does not
show any problematic features (see Fig. 5.19b). However, the future averaged coherence
ratio c  is larger than the past averaged coherence ratio c indicating that the transported
mass is subject to compression (see Fig. 5.19c). Trajectories of test particles conrm the
presence of negative divergence for the rst two days and reveal that approximately a
quarter of the initial mass leaves the partition between the second and the fourth day to
constitute a larger lament (see Fig. 5.19d).
a
b c
d
Figure 5.19 { Eddy E6 (September 2010) (a) Domains (black) and MV-proxy (or-
ange) during the eddies life time. (b) Future next-neighbor coherence ratio c t for dier-
ent masses. (c) Averaged coherence ratios c  and c show unimodal curves. (d) Tracer
particles inside the boundary at t  0 that stay within subsequent boundaries (orange)
and those that leave the boundaries at least once (blue). The mass is compressed during
the rst two days. Approximately a quarter of the initial mass leaves the partition in
last two days.
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The path of eddy E7 begins in October 2010 at the coast of Rugen and ends at the
coast of Bornholm (see Fig. 5.20a). Despite a sudden decrease for large masses after
four days, the next-neighbor coherence ratios do not show any interesting features (see
Fig. 5.20b). The averaged coherence ratios show a minor asymmetry in favor of future
next-neighbor coherence ratios that indicates a slight contraction of the transported mass
during the life time of the eddy (see Fig. 5.20c). The dierence between future and past
averaged coherence ratio is however very small. Interestingly, trajectories reveal that the
mass within the rst partition undergoes folding and lamentation (see Fig. 5.20d). First,
the initial mass contracts and forms laments within the boundaries of the partition while
a large part of the mass at the boundary of the initial domain leaves the inferred structure.
Eventually, the mass at the boundary undergoes turbulent advection and is distributed
over a larger region. The central mass, however, remains conned within the inferred
boundaries. A detailed visual analysis of the trajectories reveals that the initial mass
undergoes contraction and stretching in the rst four days and is thus not very coherent.
The sudden drop for large and intermediate masses after four days marks a stretching
event.
Eddy E8 is created in October 2010 at the Polish coast and is the most dicult to
analyze (see Fig. 5.21a). The next-neighbor coherence ratio time series shows multiple
sudden drops in coherence for small, intermediate and large masses (see Fig. 5.21b). Find-
ing a reasonable time window in which the eddy core is coherent proves to be challenging.
Using the most obvious time window w1 that starts right after the formation of the eddy
and ends just before the largest decrease in coherence generates averaged coherence ratio
curves that feature an apparent intersection of future and past averaged coherence ratios
(see Fig. 5.21c). Trajectories reveal, however, that the last partitions seem to focus on a
dierent part of the region that becomes more coherent so that most of the initial mass
is lost in the process (see Fig. 5.21d). Using a smaller time window w2 (see Fig. 5.21b)
results in a much more coherent structure.
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a
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Figure 5.20 { Results of eddy E7 (October 2010) (a) Domains (black) and
MV-proxy (orange) during the eddies life time. (b) Future next-neighbor coherence ra-
tio c t for dierent masses. Coherence is lost after approximately four days. (c) Averaged
coherence ratios c  and c show unimodal curves. Intermediate and large masses experi-
ence a sudden decrease of coherence after approximately four days. (d) Tracer particles
inside the boundary at t  0 that stay within subsequent boundaries (orange) and those
that leave the boundaries at least once (blue). The mass at the boundary undergoes
turbulent advection and is distributed over a large region (not fully shown). The central
mass generates laments within the inferred boundaries.
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Figure 5.21 { Results of Eddy E8 (October 2010) (a) Domains (black) and
MV-proxy (orange) during the eddies life time. (b) Future next-neighbor coherence
ratio c t for dierent masses. Here, we analyze the coherence of initial mass for two time
windows w1 (orange) and w2 (dark orange). (c) Averaged coherence ratios c
  and c
for time window w1 show unimodal curves and features an intriguing intersection of c
 
and c. (d) Tracer particles that never leave the boundaries (black lines) inferred in
time window w1 (orange) and those that start within the initial boundaries and leave
the partition at least once (blue). (e) Tracer particles that never leave the boundaries
(black lines) inferred in time window w2 (dark orange) and those that start within the
initial boundaries and leave the partition at least once (blue). During the last day of w1
most of the mass is lost seemingly because the proxy focuses a dierent structure.
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Since the velocity eld for the eddies E1, E2 and E3 is not divergence free, we reanalyze
the results in the determined time windows using the optimization that focuses on time-
symmetric next-neighbor coherence ratios.
Allowing partitions with variable mass for eddy E1 removes a lot of uctuations from
the next-neighbor coherence ratio time series (see Fig. 5.22a) and removes asymmetries
from the averaged coherence ratios for larger masses (see Fig. 5.22b). The size of the
partitioning is now indeed adaptive and decreases in the presence of negative divergence
(see Fig. 5.22c). The size of eddy E1 is reduced to roughly 60% during six days of its
lifetime. Test tracers reveal that the partitioning only starts to include new material in the
last three days (see Fig. 5.22d). Also, only a few tracer particles undergo chaotic advection.
a
b c
d
Figure 5.22 { Using symmetric coherence ratios to nd partitions for Eddy E1
(a) Time series of future next-neighbor coherence ratios for dierent initial masses m0.
The results for smaller and intermediate masses are more stable. (b) Averaged coherence
ratios. The imbalance between future and past averaged coherence ratios is removed for
intermediate and larger masses. (c) Size of the partitioning over time relative to the
initial mass. The structure shrinks by more than 40%. (d) Trajectory of test tracers
representing the initial mass. Particles that never leave the partitioning (orange) and
particles that leave the partitioning at least once (blue). The structure is very coherent.
New material is only incorporated at later times.
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A similar picture is shown for eddy E2 (see Fig. 5.23). Again, the next-neighbor co-
herence ratios uctuate less, asymmetries in the averaged coherence ratios are removed
and the volume of the eddy decreases over time. Here, however, the eddy produces early
laments. Still, the bulk of the initial mass stays very coherent.
The method yields similar results for eddy E3 (see Fig. 5.24).
a
b
d
c
Figure 5.23 { Using symmetric coherence ratios to nd partitions for Eddy E2
(a) Time series of future next-neighbor coherence ratios for dierent initial masses m0.
The results for smaller and intermediate masses are more stable. (b) Averaged coherence
ratios. The imbalance between future and past averaged coherence ratios is removed for
intermediate and larger masses. (c) Size of the partitioning over time relative to the
initial mass. The structure shrinks by more than 40%. (d) Trajectory of test tracers
representing the initial mass. Particles that never leave the partitioning (orange) and
particles that leave the partitioning at least once (blue). Small laments are generated
early on. The largest part of the initial material stays coherent.
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Figure 5.24 { Using symmetric coherence ratios to nd partitions for Eddy E3
(a) Time series of future next-neighbor coherence ratios for dierent initial masses m0.
The results for smaller and intermediate masses are more stable. (b) Averaged coherence
ratios. The imbalance between future and past averaged coherence ratios is removed for
intermediate and larger masses. (c) Size of the partitioning over time relative to the
initial mass. The structure shrinks by more than 40%. (d) Trajectory of test tracers
representing the initial mass. Particles that never leave the partitioning (orange) and
particles that leave the partitioning at least once (blue). Even though material at the
boundary leaves the structure after 2.5 days most of the material remains coherent.
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5.5 Closing Remark
In this chapter, we introduced three modications of the standard TOA that were mo-
tivated by real world application: mixing boundary conditions for time-dependent ows,
the treatment of coastal boundaries and a concept to ensure temporal consistency between
analysis results at dierent time points. We showed that these improvements enhance the
ability of the TOA to infer transport boundaries around elliptic coherent structures using
toy models and combined all three modications to create a new approach.
We then applied this approach to real oceanic velocity elds of the Baltic Sea. The
new approach uses a time-centralized transfer operator and mixing boundary conditions to
generate a sequence of indicator vectors. These indicator vectors are thresholded to maxi-
mize the average coherence between adjacent time points. We presented two optimization
schemes (for divergent and divergent-free velocity elds) to nd consistent structures in a
time window r0; T s that contain volumes that are coherent for a moving time window of
length 2 ¤ T .
We studied the coherence of eight Baltic eddies and inferred time-consistent boundaries
for masses that are coherent within a time window of 36h. In all eight cases, we have seen
that the validity of the approach can be checked by studying a time-series of next-neighbor
coherence ratios. This time-series can then be used to determine an interval during which
the studied domains contain a time-consistent CS.
In order to nd appropriate thresholds for partitions we computed averaged coherence
ratios. These generated coherence ratio curves all exhibited a maximum. Some clearly
indicated that the ow was not divergent free.
In the case of ows that were not subject to divergence we have seen that the approach
was able to infer plausible boundaries. Even if the advected initial material showed la-
ments after several days, the material stayed coherent during the given time window of
36h. In most cases, however, the velocity eld showed persistent divergence that resulted
in the contraction of the initial material. We were able to generate time-consistent parti-
tions with changing mass using a optimization scheme that focuses on the consistency of
next-neighbor coherence ratios.
Almost all considered structures could be analyzed successfully. However, the analysis
of eddy E8 however remained challenging until the end since no eddy like structure could be
identied in its interior. In general, the results show how dicult it is to treat oceanic eddies
properly. The presented approach constitutes a signicant improvement in performance
and automation over existing TOA even though human intervention is still needed.
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Prototypes of Coherent Sets:
Star-Convex Structures
In the last chapter of this thesis, we present a new method for coherent structure analysis
that is based upon the concept of convexity alone. It aims to provide intuitive results in
real-world applications.
As we have seen so far, there exists a variety of dierent methods that aim to detect
eddies and estimate the boundaries that conne their coherent inner cores. Consequently,
each method usually comes with its own denition of what it considers to be an eddy core.
There is not one but multiple denitions of coherence.
In general, this kind of diversity can be helpful, since not every method is applicable
in every velocity eld. However, the existence of many dierent denitions of coherence
generally obscures the interpretation and comparison of results. In addition, the returned
results of most methods are dicult to interpret as they usually do not guarantee absolute
coherence and are only loosely coupled to the integration time used for their computation.
This ambiguity is worsened by the nite life time of coherent structures in turbulent ows.
However, while employing dierent concepts and coming to dierent conclusions, most
approaches agree that eddy cores are mesoscale structures that do not generate laments
under advection. Some approaches address this idea by discussing convexity as an indicator
[52, 82] or introducing convexity as an explicit condition for their eddy core boundaries
[39, 46]. Of course, convexity is a too strict condition for coherent structures in general,
since it may happen that volumes loose their convexity under advection without generating
laments. Yet, it is certainly true that any volume that remains convex under advection
does not mix with the ambient water mass and does not generate laments { with the
exception of a single long and perfectly straight lament the occurrence of which is rather
unlikely. Thus, convexity is a sucient condition for coherence. Experience shows that
most coherent structure remain convex or at least have a core that remains convex.
Here, we explore the idea of convexity as the sole condition for coherent elliptic struc-
tures. We will use this concept to derive an algorithm, the material star-convex structure
search (MSCS-search), that identies such eddies on the basis of star-convexity by simple
repeated removal of sub-volumes. We test this proposed method using the stationary Gaus-
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sian blob model, the Bickley jet and oceanic velocity elds of the Pacic and the Baltic
sea. The algorithm generates reliable and intuitive results that are directly coupled to its
input parameters and aims to provide useful information for interdisciplinary research.
6.1 Mathematical Considerations
Accepting the idea of convexity as a prototype of coherence for transported volumes, our
following considerations revolve around its formalization and utilization.
The challenge is to nd a way to construct volumes that stay convex under advection
within a predened time window r0;  s  R. Here, advection refers to time evolution under
a continuous time-dependent reversible ow  : X  R  R Ñ X which maps a volume
S  X  R2 at time t a time step  into the future by pS; t;q. The size of any
volume S is described by its measure pSq and might change under advection.
We will call any time-dependent volume Sptq  R2 a structure, where two classes are
of particular relevance for us: Material structures of the form Sptq : pS0; t0; t  t0q
that are dened by an initial volume S0 transported by the ow  as well as convex
structures that are convex for all t P r0;  s. Material structures are thus simply volumes
that are transported by the considered ow  but can have any shape and might not even
connected. Convex structures are time-dependent volumes that remain convex but are
independent of the ow .
For a structure Sptq, we dene its maximal material structure MpSptqq as the largest
material structure inside Sptq. Likewise, we dene the maximal convex structure CpSptqq to
be the largest convex structure inside Sptq. The simplest metric that is suited to compare
structures for this purpose is the hyper-volume
³
Sptq dt.
Even though the notion of a convex structure is not necessary for the nal algorithm,
it helps to formalize the problem. Using this terminology, we can re-specify our goal as
follows: Given a ow , a time window r0;  s, and a structure Sptq, we want to construct
the maximal convex material structure Zptq  Sptq. Notably, such a structure has the
property Zptq  MpCpZptqqq. Any structure S 1ptq  Sptq that contains Zptq is either
non-convex or not a material structure.
Ideally, the concepts of materiality and convexity could be decoupled such that alter-
nating between a search for maximal material and maximal convex structures would lead
to the correct solution in an iterated fashion. However, this is not the case here because
of two reasons. First, the maximal convex structure CpSptqq might not be unique. And
secondly, the search for convex structures might reject regions of the volume that are nec-
essary to maintain material integrity which can even lead to maximal convex structures
that do not contain any material structure at all.
For this reason, we propose to relax the problem. Instead of searching for convex
structures, we suggest to search for structures that remain star-convex with respect to a
trajectory pptq. Using such a trajectory pptq, we are able to dene a maximal star-convex
structure CpSptq; pptqq as the largest structure inside Sptq that is star-convex with respect
to pptq. This structure is unique and much simpler to nd. A polygon S^ is star-convex
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with respect to a point p if and only if the line between x and p remains within S^ for all
x P S^.
Now, given a time interval r0;  s, a structure Sptq and a trajectory pptq  Sptq, we
search for the maximal star-convex material structure Zptq  Sptq. This is the largest
structure in Sptq that fullls Zptq MpCpZptqq; pptqq and it is an upper bound for the
largest convex material structure in Sptq that contains pptq. Here, the structures pptq and
Sptq serve as minimal and maximal estimates of Zptq, i.e. pptq  Zptq  Sptq. Thereby the
minimal pptq serves as a reference trajectory or a backbone of Zptq.
An iterative solution to this problem is the following (see Fig. 6.1): Starting with the
structure Sptq  S1ptq, we dene the sequence
Si 1ptq MpCpSiptq; pptqqq : (6.1)
This sequence denes a hierarchy S1ptq  S2ptq  : : : with a trivial lower bound
pptq MpCppptq; pptqqq  Siptq. Moreover, as neither Cp; pptqq nor Mpq remove parts
of the structure Zptq, this sequence converges to lim
iÑ8S
iptq  Zptq.
a b
Figure 6.1 { Two sequences that converge to the maximal star-convex mate-
rial structure Zptq. (a) One iteration step and the nal result of sequence (6.1) which
converges fast but is computationally costly. First, we reduce a given initial structure
(gray) to its largest substructure (blue) that is star-convex with respect to a given ref-
erence trajectory (black). This structure is then further reduced to its largest material
structure (orange). (b) One iteration step of sequence (6.2) which converges slower but
is computationally feasible. Here, we nd the largest polygon (blue) in the boundaries
of the initial structure Sptq (gray) at time t  ti that is star-convex with respect to the
corresponding position in the trajectory (black). This polygon denes a new structure
(orange) by advection.
However, the maximal material structures MpS 1ptqq inside a non-material structure
S 1ptq is quite dicult to nd. In principle, many trajectories that start inside S 1ptq have
to be computed to decide which parts leave the structure under advection. Also, the
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resulting structure can be arbitrarily complex and thus dicult to approximate. For this
reason, evaluation of the sequence in Eq. (6.1) is computationally unpractical. In contrast,
maximal star-convex structures can easily be computed by removing sub-volumes that are
unreachable from pptq within Sptq for each time t P r0;  s independently. This is why we
propose to never leave the space of material structures in the rst place. This can be
achieved by only enforcing star-convexity for single time points (see Fig. 6.1).
First, we start with an initial material structure Sptq dened by its volume St1  Spt1q at
time t  t1. We compute the maximal star-convex volume S1t1  Ct1pSptq; pptqq by remov-
ing everything that is not star-convex at time t  t1. This volume denes a new structure
S1ptq which is material for all t P r0;  s and star-convex at t  t1. Now, we transport this
volume using  and see if it remains star-convex. If it does for all t P r0;  s, we found our
maximal star-convex material structure. If not, we dene a new structure S2ptq by again
reducing the volume of S1ptq at some time t  t2 to its maximal star-convex volume and
try again. This way, we dene the sequence of structures
Siptq  pSiti ; ti; t tiq with
Si 1ti 1  Cti 1pSiptq; pptqq :
(6.2)
This sequence has the same limit as the sequence in Eq.(6.1) but is computationally less
demanding.
6.2 MSCS-Algorithm
We have seen that the concept of maximal material and maximal star-convex structures
leads to an iterative principle for the construction of maximal star-convex material struc-
tures Zptq. The only needed parameters are the time interval r0;  s and the maximal and
minimal estimates Sptq and pptq represented by there values at t  0. All that remains is
to specify an explicit algorithm for the sequence in Eq. (6.2) that generates the limiting
structure Zptq.
Computationally, it is useful to describe a volume St by its boundary S^t, a so-called
material line. These boundaries S^t will be represented as polygons which can be eciently
transported using the ow  although their number of vertices has to be adjusted regularly
to ensure correct approximation of the enclosed volumes. In addition, we introduce the
number of time steps N , the convergence tolerance , the maximal vertex distance , and
the minimal volume A. However, these parameters only control the numerical stability
and the quality of the results and do not impact the algorithm in any other way.
This nally concludes in the MSCS-search (see Fig. 6.2):
We start with the time interval r0;  s, an initial material line S^10 and an initial position
p0 P R2 as maximal and minimal estimates for the structure Zptq at time t  0. We separate
the time interval r0;  s in N chunks of length  . Then, we successively transport S^it and
pt into the future, reduce S^
i
t to its maximal star-convex volume and ll the boundaries with
vertices according to the maximal distance between successive vertices . We do this until
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we reach the end of the interval t   . Then, since the pre-image a star-convex polygon
S^i at time t   is not guaranteed to be star-convex, we need to apply this procedure
backwards in time.
If after several full cycles, the material line at some reference time point tref converges,
i.e. if
pSreftref qpSitref q
pSreftref q
  , we found our solution Zptq. Otherwise, if the area becomes too
small, i.e. pSitrefq   A, only the trivial solution Zptq  pptq remains.
The initial material line S^10 should be chosen generously and as smooth as possible in
order to avoid numerical complications. The initial position p0 can be well estimated using
simple proxies (see Sec. 6.4). If a proper estimate of p0 proves to be dicult, i.e. if it is not
possible to nd a trajectory that remains in an presumed eddy core within the given time
window, it may be legitimate to ask why the existence of such a structure is considered.
Or in other words, in order to be able to assume the existence of a coherence structure
it should be easy to nd a trajectory that is part of named structure within a nite time
interval.
reference
polygons cut
Figure 6.2 { Cutting laments reveals coherent structures. Starting with an
initial polygon S1t1 as maximal estimate and a point pt1 as a minimal estimate of the
star-convex material structure (top left), we successively integrate the material line by
 until the end of the desired time interval  is reached (top right). Then we continue
by integrating backwards. After each integration we enforce star-convexity of the image
pSiti ; ti; ti 1 tiq with respect to pti 1 and generate a new material line Si 1ti 1 . If changes
between polygons at a reference times point fall below a critical values we stop the
integration.
6.3 Extracting star-convex sub-volumes
In the previous chapter, we introduced a the MSCS-algorithm to uncover material star-
convex structures. A crucial part of this algorithm and the only missing piece of the puzzle
is a way to determine the maximal star-convex volume Ct1pSptq; pptqq within a structure
Sptq with respect to trajectory pptq at time t1. Hence, the task is to nd the largest
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star-convex polygon S^  S^ inside a given polygon S^ with respect to a point p P S^.
As layman in the eld of computational geometry we were not able to nd an existing
algorithm suited for the task. Hence, we developed our own solution. In the following,
we dene a polygon S^ : px1; x2; : : : ; xnq by an anti-clockwise ordered sequence of vertices
xi P R2. Hence, everything that lies right of the closed line dened by S^ is outside the
polygon. We also demand that the point p is inside the polygon.
The algorithm is as follows (see Fig. 6.3 for an illustration):
i First, we compute all next-vertex angles i  ?pxipxi 1q in the triangle dened by the
three points xi, p and xi 1 with p as its corner vertex. In a star-convex polygon all
next-vertex angles are positive.
ii The sign of the sequence of next-vertex angles changes at points that initiate a vio-
lation of star-convexity. We identify these points xi where signpiq   signpi1q as
candidate vertices xi1 .
iii For each candidate vertex xi1 , we compute intersections yi1;j of the polygon S^ with
the ray ÝÝÑpxi1 spanned by p and xi1 . Tangential points are no intersections. If any of
the intersections yi1;j lie on the line segment pxi1 , a cut along the ray ÝÝÑpxi1 does not
entirely lie within the polygon S^. Any candidate vertex xi1 for which this is the case is
discarded. The remaining candidate vertices xi2 are used for cutting the polygon.
iv For each candidate vertex xi2 , we compute the intersection yi2 with the ray ÝÝÑpxi1 that
is the closest to xi2 . This intersection point is added as a new vertex in the polygon S^
such that the shape of the polygon does not change. Now, if the next-vertex angle i2
is positive, we delete all vertices after xi2 up to the new vertex yi2 . If i2 is negative,
we delete all vertices after yi2 up to xi2 .
Following these steps renders the polygon S^ star-convex with respect to p.
Figure 6.3 { Algorithm for star-convex sub-volume extraction. Construction
of a the sub-polygon (blue area) of S^ (x1, x2, . . . , blue line) that is star-convex with
respect to p. From candidate vertices (orange), we extract the only vertex suitable for
a cut x1 (orange, dark circle), add the intersection vertex y1 (dark orange marker) and
delete every vertex in-between x1 and y1.
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6.4 Results
We test the proposed MSCS-algorithm for the reconstruction of material star-convex struc-
tures in dierent scenarios to evaluate its usefulness.
We start with the standard stationary Gaussian blob model, analyze the Bickley-jet,
discuss results in turbulent inviscid two-dimensional ows and use the algorithm to study
structures in real-world oceanographic velocity elds.
6.4.1 Stationary Gaussian blob model
Here, we use the stationary Gaussian blob model (see Sec. 2.2.2) to illustrate the impact
of the choice of the reference trajectory starting in p0 and the size of the time window, the
integration time  .
We use the settings of Sec. 4 (a central vortex surrounded by three smaller vortices with
dierent rotating direction) and try again to identify the boundaries of the central vortex,
i.e. the separatrices around the central vortex (see Fig. 6.4). For the reference trajectory,
we choose three dierent starting points: p0;0 at the center of the vortex (see Fig. 6.4),
p0;1 at the boundary of the separatrix and p0;2 outside the separatrices (see Fig. 6.4) and
investigate the results depending on the integration time  (see Fig. 6.4).
In all three cases we chose the same circular polygon as the maximal estimate S^10 .
In the presented test case the results for minimal estimates are surprisingly similar as
long as the minimal estimate p0 lies within the separatrices (see Fig. 6.4a/b). The inferred
maximal material star-convex structures for dierent  becomes smaller with increasing
integration time  until they converge to the actual separatrices for an integration time of
  4. For smaller  the results depict structures that are neither coherent nor invariant
but remain star-convex in the time interval r0;  s and contain the largest invariant structure
enclosed in the separatrices.
If the minimal estimate p0 is chosen to outside the separatrices, the results look quite
dierent (see Fig. 6.4c). The structure shrinks with increasing  until the lower bound for
the structure area is reached after which no result is returned.
Hence, choosing a correct minimal estimate p0 is necessary to expect good results. How-
ever, the example suggests that a placement of p0 anywhere in the coherent structure yields
equivalent results. Incorrect choices of p0, i.e. reference trajectories that lie in laments,
can be easily rejected, since the resulting structures dramatically decrease in size. In ad-
dition, the integration time should be chosen larger than in existing Lagrangian methods
since the inference of boundaries is directly coupled to trajectories and the integration time
 . Only real volume changes contribute to boundary identication of this approach which
is why it appears to be necessary to choose the integration time in the order of the eddies
typical cycle period.
For particle integrations, we used a standard RK4 integration scheme with xed step
size h  0:01. The MSCS-algorithm was initialized with an evaluation step size of t  0:1,
a maximal vertex distance of   0:01, a minimal area of A  0:0002 and a convergence
cuto of   0:99.
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a b c
Figure 6.4 { Choice of minimal estimate p0 and integration time  . (a/b) After
  4 the resulting maximal material star-convex structure converged to the separatrices
independent of which point within the separatrices is chosen. (c) Choosing a point
outside the separatrices eventually yields a vanishing result.
a
b c d
Figure 6.5 { Analysis a Bickley-jet eddy reveals lament shedding. (a) History
of intermediate results of the MSCS-algorithm for   15days. The initial maximal
estimate (left, light blue) is repeatedly advected and reduced to the star-convex sub-
volume. The resulting polygons eventually converges to the result (left, dark blue).
(b) Initial maximal and minimal choice (black), and results for dierent  . (c/d) The
dierence between the results for dierent integration times  constitute a lament that
is shed in the time window r10; 20s days.
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6.4.2 Bickley-Jet
Next, we use the Bickley-Jet (see Sec. 2.2.4) as a controlled toy model to investigate
the performance of the presented algorithm in time-dependent ows and illustrate the
possibility to study laments. This model exhibits KAM-tori, i.e. structures that remain
coherent indenitely.
In order to make reasonable choices for the minimal and the maximal estimates p0
and S^10 , we analyze the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q (see Sec. 2.1.1). For p0, we choose the
local maximum in Q that marks one of the six vortices. For S^10 we generously choose the
domain described in Sec. 5.1.2, i.e. a rectangle that incorporates parts of the neighboring
vortices and is thus denitely large enough. We compute the maximal material star-convex
structures Z10ptq and Z20ptq for two dierent integration times 1  10days and 2  20days
(see Fig. 6.5b). Of course, the structure Z10ptq is larger than for Z20ptq. The volume in-
between both structures has to be shed as a lament during the interval r1; 2s. We inject
test particles into the ow and compute their trajectories for t  20days (see Fig. 6.5c/d).
Indeed all test particles in Z10ptq that are not in Z20ptq depict a lament that is shed after
20days. Still, these points remain in a convex structure after t  10days.
Hence, using dierent integration times (or time window lengths) we are able to inves-
tigate shedding of laments in oceanic ows. However, again, compared to other methods
we need a longer integration time  .
The trajectories are generated using a standard RK4 integration scheme with xed step
size h  0:25h. We choose an evaluation step size of t  24h, maximal vertex distance
  5km and a convergence cuto of   0:99.
6.4.3 Two dimensional inviscid ow
We apply our method to ow elds generated by the two-dimensional Euler equation on
a square domain with periodic boundary conditions. Under these conditions coherent
structures can be nite, i.e. all material is shed as laments after a nite life time.
The two dimensional inviscid ow is initialized with a central large and strong vortex
that is surrounded by three smaller and weaker eddies of opposite sense of rotation (see
Fig. 6.6a).
We aim to determine the coherent cores of three eddies: the central strong eddy, the
smaller eddy in the upper-left corner and the smaller eddy at the bottom. For this reason,
we compute the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q [35, 83] for the initial velocity eld and choose
positions pctr;1, pul;1, pbot;1 in the vicinity of the corresponding minima. The Okubo-Weiss
criterion compares stretching and shear ow with rotation and is an established but Eule-
rian proxy for vortex positions. The positions pctr;1, pul;1, pbot;1 serve as individual minimal
estimates for each eddy. For all three eddies, we choose the complete domain as the max-
imal estimate S^10 (see Fig. 6.6a).
We use the MSCS-search for dierent observation horizons  to compute estimates for
the largest star-convex material structure Zptq in each eddy (see Fig. 6.6b).
The results show that the material lines for small integration times  are quite unlikely
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to correspond to the boundaries of coherent structures. This was to be expected, since
the results returned by the MSCS-search are inevitably connected to the predened time
window. In the extreme case of  Ñ 0 the algorithm would simply produce the star-convex
initial boundary S^10 .
For larger integration times however, the structures become smaller and smaller and
generate a hierarchy of nested sets. Again, this is an expected phenomenon since larger
time windows will only generate smaller structures.
The dierence between material lines for dierent integration times corresponds to
laments that are shed from the eddy core in the time between the ends of time windows.
Thus, we are able to study the shrinkage of the coherently transported volume. Of course,
inverting the time direction would enable the investigation of lament entrainment.
Starting from the eddy in the upper left corner the area enclosed in the star-convex
material becomes too small already after intermediate integration times  . Hence, we
conclude that no coherent structure exists for longer time intervals that include the tracer
pUL;1 released at t  0.
The inferred material lines of the large central eddy almost appear to converge for
longer integration times. This indicates a persistent coherent structure.
In order to test the coherence of the inferred volumes, we release test tracers within
the boundaries of the central and the lower vortex at t  0 and compute their trajectories
until the end of the largest time window t  8:4 (see Fig. 6.6c). We notice that tracer
clouds within the boundaries of the star-convex material line inferred for   3:6 generate
laments at t  8:4 while tracers within the boundaries of the material for   8:4 do not,
just like our approach predicts. However, it is intriguing that the generated laments are
rather small and remain in the vicinity of the more coherent structure. Thus, even if a
volume generates laments under advection and is thus rejected by our approach, it might
still appear to be coherent if these laments are not resolved.
Here, the Euler equation is solved using a spectral ansatz with 11 Fourier components.
We realize its integration and the integration of particles using a standard adaptive RK45
scheme. We choose the time step of t  0:1, the maximal vertex distance of   0:01 and
the minimal polygon area of A  0:2  103. To facilitate the search for larger integration
times, we initialize their initial maximal estimates S^10 as the smallest circular polygon with
the minimal estimate p0 as its center that still contains the results of smaller integration
times.
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Figure 6.6 { Convex structures for dierent integration times  . (a) Model
initialized with large central vortex and three surrounding vortices of dierent strength.
Stream function in the background, dashed lines indicate zero level of Okubo-Weiss cri-
terion. We analyzed three vortices marked by blue crosses which denote the minimal
estimates. The blue rectangle denotes the maximal estimate for each structure. (b) Re-
sults of analysis for dierent integration times  . Medium and larger integration times
converge to similar structures of reasonable proportions. Results of the upper left vortex
indicate disintegration of any convex structure for larger integration times. (c) Initial
positions (t  0, left) and nal positions (t  8:4, right) of test tracers started within
the boundaries of the central (blue) and lower (orange) structure for dierent integration
times (light:   3:6, dark:   8:4). While the boundaries for medium integration times
generate laments, larger integration times result in robust structures.
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Figure 6.7 { Material star-convex structures for the eddy E2 of the Baltic
dataset. (a) Choice for the initial minimal (cross) and maximal (solid line) estimates
p0 and S
1
0 compared to the boundary extracted using the MV-tool (dashed black line).
Okubo-Weiss eld in the background. (b) Results of the MSCS-algorithm for dierent
integration times  . Boundaries for   7 days and   10:25 days show a clear con-
vergence. (c/e/d) Trajectory of test tracers started within the boundary of   3 days
(grey),   7 days (orange) and   10:25 days (blue) at dierent times t. Filaments
shed in branching spirals and the results for   10:25 days remain as a coherent core
within the considered time interval.
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6.4.4 Real data sets
In addition, we apply the MSCS-search to two real oceanic data sets to study its potential in
interdisciplinary applications. The rst data set is the already presented data set of Sec. 4,
i.e. a collection of velocity elds and the approximate position of eight Baltic eddies. We
here pick certain eddies that illustrate the potential of the MSCS-algorthm especially well.
The second dataset is a time series of open surface velocity elds in the North Pacic [84]
for which we only show one arbitrarily chosen example. While the spacial and temporal
resolution of the Baltic dataset is approximately x  0:01 degN, y  0:005 degW and
t  1 hour, the resolution of the Pacic dataset is x  y  0:25N/W and t  1 day.
Hence, both datasets show coherent nite-time structures on totally dierent length and
time scales.
The rst dataset already comes with the approximate position and trajectory of eight
eddies obtained by use of the MV-tool, a Lagrangian descriptor (see [39] and Sec. 2.1.3).
For our analysis, we choose the eddies E2 and E7 (see Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.20). Eddy E2
has a stable and well behaving coherent core and can be considered the ideal case. In
contrast, eddy E7 depicts an eddy with a slowly emerging coherent core that experiences
mixing events at the start of the available dataset. Its analysis is thus more challenging
than that of eddy E2 and its eventful history make it a potentially interesting example for
interdisciplinary research.
The results of the MV-tool, i.e. the eddy center and its boundary, are good proxies
for the maximal and minimal estimates needed for the MSCS-algorithm. We use the
MV-center as the minimal estimate p0 and choose a generous circular polygon that contains
the MV-boundary as well as the corresponding minimum in the Okubo-Weiss eld as the
maximal estimate S^10 (see Fig. 6.7a). We then use dierent integration times  to study
the convergence of the boundary for increasing  and the potential shedding of laments
towards the end of the eddies life-time (see Fig. 6.7b). Here, the results show that the eddy
boundary determined via the MV-tool follows the structure boundaries for dierent interval
sizes  , mostly of the results for   3 days. Also, much of the boundary for   7 days
and   10:25 days appears to be identical, a strong indicator for the existent of a stable
coherent structure. Using test passive tracers, we are now able to analyze the shedding of
lament (see Fig. 6.7c-e). Like expected, all inferred structures remain star-convex until
t  3 days after which the rst lament starts to form. At t  10:25 days only the results
for the corresponding integration time remain star-convex and reasonably coherent. The
laments shed up to this point surround the central coherent structure like a spiral.
For eddy E7, the setting is not as simple. Looking at the Okubo-Weiss eld, we can
already guess from the two very close and signicant minima at the beginning of the dataset
that the velocity eld is quite turbulent (see Fig. 6.8a). The approximated eddy center
returned by the MV-tool is not very convincingly placed far from any of the two minima
at the boundary of the estimated structure and yields rapidly dissolving structures when
used as minimal estimate for the MSCS-algorithm. In hope of nding a structure of at
least minimal coherence and reasonable life-time, we instead choose a point in the vicinity
of the central Okubo-Weiss minimum as minimal estimate p0. The maximal estimate S^
1
0
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is again chosen generously to include any potential star-convex structure which contains
the trajectory starting at p0. We again compute results for dierent integration times
 (see Fig. 6.8b). The extracted boundaries reect the turbulent mixing experienced by
the transported volume. Even though the boundaries for   2 days appear to contain a
larger volume, no larger star-convex structure with respect to pptq can be found for already
  4 days. The structures keep shrinking for further increasing integration time  . The
trajectory of test tracers make is pretty clear that the very small inferred structures are
nothing else than slowly mixing transported lament parts (see Fig. 6.8c/d). In fact, it is
evident that the eddy entrains a larger lament in the rst four days which is mixed with
the starting water body so that every non-mixing volume takes the form if a thin lament.
This does however not mean that no coherent structure exists during the eddies life-time
of 9 days. It only means that any coherent structure emerges after this rst mixing event.
In order to study the emergence of a coherent core, we start at t  tmax, the end of
the dataset, and investigate how the MSCS-results change in the interval rtmax  ; tmaxs
for dierent time window sizes  . For reasons of simplicity, we redene time to start at
t  tmax  0. We use the eddy center determine by the MV-tool and a reasonable polygon
as minimal and maximal estimates p0 and S^
1
0 and integrate backwards (see Fig. 6.9a).
The results show much larger structures (see Fig. 6.9b). Results for an integration time
of   6 days and   7 days are almost the same. However, as soon as the time
window includes the mixing event around t  2 days, i.e.  ¡ 7:3 days, star-convex
structures become signicantly smaller. The result for   9:3 is thus very small. Tracer
trajectories conrm stable star-convex structures for up to 7 days and reveal that the
solution for   9:3 is not much more than a lament at t  9:3.
For the dataset of the Pacic Ocean at the American cost, initial maximal and minimal
structures are chosen solely on the basis of the Okubo-Weiss criterion Q (see Fig. 6.10a).
The position of the minimum of Q is chosen as the minimal estimate p0 and a large circular
polygon is chosen as the maximum estimate S^10 . Using these initial conditions, we apply
the MSCS-algorithm for two dierent integration times 1  12 weeks and 2  24 weeks
(see Fig. 6.10b). We nd two large structures which have a diameter of approximately
55  85km. The material line for 1 remains star-convex for at least three months (see
Fig. 6.10c) before a thin lament is entrained by the eddy and separates the result for
2 (see Fig. 6.10d). This lament is however barely noticeable since the lament between
the results for 1 and 2 is never shed but remains in the immediate vicinity of the eddy.
However, the results are in the order of the spacial resolution of the dataset and should
thus be handled with care.
In order to compute trajectories in both, the Baltic and the Pacic velocity eld, we
interpolated the gridded velocity elds linearly in time and space and employed a standard
RK45 integration scheme with variable step size that was bounded from above by a suitable
value. For the Baltic dataset, we initialized the MSCS-algorithm with an evaluation step
size of t  0:25 days, a maximal vertex distance of   2m and an convergence cuto of
  0:995.
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Figure 6.8 { Material star-convex structures for the eddy E7 of the Baltic
dataset. (a) Choice of the initial minimal (black cross) and maximal (solid line) esti-
mates p0 and S^
1
0 compared to the eddy center (red cross) and eddy boundary (dashed
line) inferred by the MV-tool. (b) Results of the MSCS-algorithm for dierent integra-
tion times  . No convergence is visible, the structures become small raptly for increasing
integration time  . (c/d) Particle trajectories starting within the boundaries of the
solutions shown in (b) conrm the rapid mixing between t  2 days and t  4 days.
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Figure 6.9 { Backwards MSCS-analysis for the eddy E7. (a) Choice for minimal
(cross) and maximal (solid line) estimate p0 and S^
1
0 compared to the MV-tool result
(dashed line) and the Okubo-Weiss eld (background). (b) Results of MSCS-analysis
for dierent integration times  . Compared to results of Fig. 6.8 structures are larger
and appear to converge for  Ñ 7 days. (c/d) Trajectories of tracers started within
the inferred volumes and colored according to (b). While the structure remains intact
for t  7 days (c) it looses its integrity shortly after (d).
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Figure 6.10 { Star convex material structure in the North Pacic. (a) Okubo-
Weiss criterion, time and position of initial structures. (b) Results of MSCS-search for
  12 weeks (orange) and   24 weeks (blue) at t  0 (c) at t  12 weeks and (d) at
t  24 weeks. Gray tracers indicate mixing with ambient water, most of which leave the
displayed domain.
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6.5 Closing Remark
We argued that convexity is an intuitive condition for coherent structures that many estab-
lished methods could agree on. On this basis, we have used the concept of star-convexity
to derive an iterative principle for the estimation and analysis of volumes that remain star-
convex under advection with a ow . The presented MSCS-search algorithm requires little
prior knowledge or parameter tuning. It yields convincing results as we demonstrated for
both articial and empirical time dependent velocity elds.
By applying the MSCS-algorithm to the stationary Gaussian blob model (see Sec. 6.4.4),
we have shown that the algorithm can reconstruct the separatrices of convex invariant
structures independent of the position of the minimal estimate p0 as long as the result-
ing reference trajectory lies within the coherent volume. We analyzed the Bickley-jet (see
Sec. 6.4.2) and could demonstrate that the algorithm computes reasonable structures for
time-dependent ows and enables the analysis of lament shedding. The former was again
shown when we observed the dissipation of smaller eddies in a generic two-dimensional
inviscid ow (see Sec. 6.4.3). We applied the MSCS-algorithm to two real oceanographic
velocity elds. A collection of eddies in the Baltic Sea and an open dataset of velocity
elds at the American west coast. In case of the Baltic eddies, our algorithm yields intu-
itive explanations for eects regarding lament shedding and entrainment that we already
observed in Sec. 5.4.
The xed time window r0;  s required by our approach enables us to detect nite-
time coherent structures and to study eddy decay and lament entrainment in detail.
Additionally, the approach is objective in the sense of [5] and able to treat divergent
velocity elds as they are typical for surface velocities. Moreover, it does not depend on
auxiliary parameters that must be tweaked or tuned to generate desired results. Instead, all
additional parameters only control the algorithm's numerical stability. Their ideal values
are known and their impact is self-explanatory.
In general, the MSCS-algorithm provides intuitive and comprehensible results. How-
ever, in its current state, the method is computationally demanding and does not seem
to be suited for applications that aim for the detection of many coherent structures, e.g,
an eddy census or the generation of statistics regarding eddy formation and dissipation.
However, it appears to be well suited for studying the transport of volumes around single
eddies, for instance, in studies regarding oceanic algae production. In order to reduce
computational demands, future extensions could for instance avoid unnecessary repeated
particle integrations by integrating only parts of the boundary that change during the
MSCS-search.
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Conclusion and Outlook
We presented two major contributions in the previous three chapters. In Sec. 4 and Sec. 5
we presented modications of the TOA that signicantly improve its ability to detect
elliptic coherent structures. We introduced mixing boundary conditions in stationary and
time-dependent ows and demonstrated that their usage stabilizes the inference of CS
signicantly while reducing the necessary integration time and the computational eort
at the same time. We introduced the concept of temporal consistency and presented a
way to couple the results at dierent time points using the TOA to identify moving and
consistent regions of coherence. In addition, we discussed problems posed by the existence
of ow boundaries and coastlines. All modications aimed to improve the automation and
applicability of the TOA. Eventually, all modications of the TOA were combined in a
single method and used successfully to analyze the coherence of coherent eddy cores in the
Baltic Sea.
In Sec. 6 we introduced the MSCS-search, a completely novel method for the identica-
tion of coherent structures that is based entirely on the concept of convexity. The approach
returns the largest volume that remains star-convex with respect to a backbone trajectory
during a considered time window. This volume contains a convex subvolume that is co-
herent in the sense that it does not generate any laments in the considered time window.
If the time window is large enough the dierences between the returned star-convex vol-
ume and the coherent volume will be fairly small. In addition to coherent structures, this
method allows the analysis of laments. Again, we tested this method successfully using
toy models and applied it on real oceanic velocity elds to re-evaluate selected coherent
structures found in the Baltic Sea. The approach has the practical advantage that it only
considers structures to be non-coherent if they generate laments in a predened time
window, i.e. it only accounts for real volume changes. Moreover, all input parameters
have an intuitive and direct impact on the returned volumes so that the approach yields
comprehensible results. This and the fact that it can be applied to all two-dimensional
velocity elds makes the approach well suited for interdisciplinary application.
Since there is no single established denition of coherence, results crucially depend on
the used method. Most methods dene coherent structures at a specic time window over
a moving time window so that the results for the same structure at dierent time-points
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often dier signicantly. We addressed this problem in two dierent ways. When using
TOA we discussed temporal consistency and presented the possibility of coupling individual
solutions to enhance coherence and nd an overall partitioning that is consistent in time.
This results in moving regions of certain nite-time coherence that are allowed to exchange
mass over longer time scales. This novel concept of coherence appears to be useful when the
relevant time scale of coherence is smaller than the considered time window. The MSCS-
search addresses this problem dierently. Results of this approach depend explicitly on
the considered time window and a trajectory that serves as a reference for star-convexity.
Thus, analysis that use the same time window and the same reference trajectory always
result in the same coherent volume independent of the time point used to initialize the
search. Thus, it should be noted that the presented TOA and the MSCS-search have
dierent areas of application.
a b
Figure 7.1 { Improved TOA and MSCS-search in one picture. The TOA with
mixing boundary conditions (blue,   10 days, see Sec. 5.1) and the MSCS-search
(orange,   25 days, see Sec. 6.2) yield consistent, correct and comprehensible esti-
mations of the coherent structure in the Bickley-jet model shown at t  0. (a) Both,
TOA and MSCS-search results surround a patch of reduced variability in the FTLE-eld
for   10 days (background) which marks the largest coherent structure. (b) LAVD-
isoclines for   10 days (gray) and the largest convex isocline (dark gray) While TOA
and MSCS-search yield consistent results, LAVD overestimates the largest CS. Any
structure larger than the results generated by the MSCS-search produce laments (see
Fig. 6.5d) after 25 days.
When comparing the TOA, MSCS-search, FLTE and LAVD in time-dependent velocity
elds with coherent structures of innite life-time like the Bickley-jet, we nd that TOA
and MSCS-search yield congruent and thus consistent results (see Fig. 7.1). Just like in the
stationary case there is one correct coherent structure so that all approaches should yield
the same results. For the TOA, we used mixing boundary conditions an integration time of
10 days and the starting domain of Sec. 5.1.2. The integration time for FLTE and LAVD
was each set to 10 days. For the MSCS-search, we used the starting parameters of Sec. 6.4.2
and an integration time of 25 days. The integration time for the MSCS-search was chosen to
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be larger because the approach can only detect coherent structures from actual observed
volume changes. Despite their dierences, TOA and MSCS-search provide remarkably
similar results. The FTLE-eld shows only faint ridges around the identied volume while
most of the shown structure is apparently not related to the coherent structure. FTLE
are denitely harder to interpret than the results provided by TOA and the MCSC-search.
LAVD produces boundaries that are much larger than any coherent structure. For this
model, we suspect that LAVD needs a longer integration time to nd the correct transport
barriers.
For both approaches, we aimed to maximize automation and applicability in order to
facilitate their usage in interdisciplinary studies. However, when comparing both methods
in retrospect, the presented TOA is denitely more dicult to use without human interven-
tion since it depends more sensitively on the domain of interest as an input parameter. In
the case of temporal consistency it is necessary to provide a sequence of accurate domains
and one incorrectly chosen domain can impact the result of the method. In contrast, the
MSCS-search is very robust against changes of the domain of interest and the trajectory
backbone, i.e. the maximal and minimal estimates of the structure. However, for the anal-
ysis of isolated points in time the MSCS-search is computationally more expensive since
more tracer particles have to be integrated over a larger time period with higher numerical
resolution. Still, in both cases, the numerical eort is manageable. The non-optimized
MSCS-search can run on a standard laptop to execute single eddy analysis in justiable
times.
Since the MSCS-search shows high potential, future research should focus on the opti-
mization of the MSCS-approach and its application to oceanic velocity elds. For instance,
it is conceivable to reduce the boundary integration to new parts while storing older poly-
gons. Possible applications include a more accurate estimation of coherent transport caused
by Agulhas rings and their decay. If the data is available, a study of algae growth in eddy
laments could be considered as well.
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